
CHAPTER 3: THE FRENCH REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

This Chapter,'" using the methodological framework developed and presented in 

Chapter 2,'"' presents a criticat tegat appraisal of the French regulatory framework 

pertaining to LBMP. In order to do so, it commences by giving an overview of France 

and its associated constitutional, economic and social characteristics. This Chapter 

then provides some introductory background about the current French environmental 

regulatory framework pertaining to LBMP. In this context, it presents and analyses 

the most relevant French environmental statutes in terms of LBMP regulation, 

especially in terms of the regutatory scope and objectives. It also presents the 

incorporated law principles. The Chapter then conducts a critical analysiS of the most 

relevant regulatory instruments (direct and indirect) in terms of LBMP regulation 

implemented by French environmental law. It also analyses the current French 

insti tutional structure involved in LBMP regul ation. The French priority regulatory 

areas in this context are also presented and their associated regulatory instruments 

are assessed. 

It is important to note at this stage, as shown below, that the French regulatory 

framework is significantly influenced by European environmental law''''' Therefore, 

even if the emphasis of the legal comparative assessment conducted in the context 

of this study is on the national legal frameworks of South Africa and France in 

relation to LBMP regu lation, it is necessary (in order to provide a thorough analysis) 

to conduct a critical assessment of the relevant European legal provisions in relation 

to French law.',oo It has been decided that it would be more effective for this study, to 

497 I would like 10 aknowledge the aSSistance of Prof. Jean'Plerre Beurier (Universile de Nantes 
hllp:llw~~ !.!(llv-n3Iltes frlbeuner-;pIO/fiche alliluaireksupl) for kindly accepted to review thiS 
chapler and who proVided very valuable comments. I hope I have managed 10 address most 
of its recommendations. 

498 Such a methodological framework Involved a legal assessment of the followmg regulatory 
feature s' law prinCiples , regUlatory scope, regulatory obJectives/purpose, regulatory 
Instruments, lnstilulional structure , and priorily areas, reler to 2.3 for further in formation. 

499 "Up to 90 per cent of the new environmental rules in a country that is member of the 
European Union (EU) originate from EU legislation", Bobu 2003 Environmental Englneenng 
and Management Jouma/ 1 05- 118. 

500 This study focuses on the most relevant Directives in terms of LBMP regulation, as Directives 
are the main sou rce of EU environmental law. "Directives are a form of law peculiar 10 the 
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analyse the relevant provisions of French law in terms of LBMP regulation first and 

then, for completeness' sake, to provide a complementary detailed legal analysis of 

the relevant provisions of the most relevant European Directives, especially if they 

have not been fully and/or comprehensively implemented in the French regulatory 

framework. (Such an analysis is provided in Chapter 4.)50 ' 

3.1 Overview of the subject matter: France 

As stated in Chapter 2,"'" it is important for a country to assess and implement "the 

most suitable regulatory mix, best suited to its respective natural , cultural, 

constitutional and economic scenario"."" In this context , this section aims to provide 

some background about the French environmental , economic. legal, social and 

political scenario. This scenario will inform the assessment of the French regulatory 

framework pertaining to LBMP and the comparison between France and South 

Africa ." " The Metropolitan French territory'" and its associated coastal and marine 

environment is divided mainly into two distinct marine areas, namely the 

Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean (which includes some parts of the North 

Sea). 

European Union, which are the most rrequently used (in terms of EU environmental law). 
They are designed 10 Impose obligations on Member states and to be suffiCiently flexible 10 
lake inlo account differing legal and administrative traditi ons ( ... ) Regulations are used when 
a unified system is needed , such as funds institullons, EU voluntary schemes eco-Iabel, 
product or trade regulation. About 10 per cent of EU environmental laws take the form of 
regu lations. Regulations are direc tly binding In Member states and supersede any conflicting 
national laws. DecIsions are used to specify detailed administrative requirements or update 
techn ical aspects of regulations or DirectIVes, Decisions arc Individual legislative acts which 
are binding In their entirety upon the parties to whom they are addressed. They differ from 
regulations or Directives In that they are usuaUy very speci fic in nature. They are less 
common in the environmental fie ld". Bobu 2003 Environmental Engineering and Management 
Journal 105-118. 

501 Chapter 4 Will provide an analysis of the most relevant Dlrecllves in terms of LBMP regulation , 
the law principles they encompass, and the ir respective regulatory scope and objectIVes In 
terms of LBMP regulat ion. The Chapter then conducls a detailed legal analysIs of the key 
Directives using the methodological framework outlined in Chapter 2. Some of the key 
sectoral Directives in terms of LBMP regulation are also presented , and a brief legal anatysls , 
mainly of the direct regulatory Instruments that they prescribe , is conducted In respect ot each 
of them. Chapter 4 should be regarded as complementary to Chapter 3 (this Chapter). 

502 See 2.3.4.3. 
503 Osborn and Datta 2006 Ocean & Coastal Management 576·596. 
504 See 2.3.4.3. 
505 See 3.1. for a definition of Metropolitan France. 
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3.1.1 Current state of LBMP in France 

In France as in most European countries, LBMP has been identilied as a major 

contributor to marine pollution.'" The main LBMP pollution issues in France include 

urban waste water (effluents, sewage, run·off and storm water), nitrates (main ly from 

stormwater and agricultural activities) , erosion caused by extensive coastal urban 

development, and atmospheric pollution.'" Some of the main influencing factors 

include508 insufficient or inappropriate sewage systems and waste water systems 

(canalisation and treatment) from an infrastructure and capacity perspective, some 

houses are not connected to the urban sewage network, bad separation between 

sewage and rain evacuation networks, discharge from agri-food processing 

industries, leakage from manure after land spreading, and incidental release of 

effluents/waste water from various activities: camping , industry, agricultural activity, 

tourism si tes, climate related events: heavy rain, storms, exaggerated tides , high 

temperatures, and increases in population density over festive period. 

In terms of pollutants, the total amount of azote substances reaching the marine 

environment every year is estimated to be 607 000 tonnes. In addition, there are 

433 000 tonnes of nitrates, 42 000 tonnes of phosphor and 28 000 tonnes of 

phosphate which reach the marine environment every year. "'" Coastal areas are 

negatively affected by the discharge of azote substances.'" Recent data 

demonstrate an increase in copper contents and pesticides in some coastal and 

marine areas , which is directly related to LBMps" The coastal zone is the end 

receiver of 20 per cent of the total toxic pollution emanating from industrial activities , 

including heavy metals, petroleum substances, and oil. '" The most affected areas 

are the coastal industrial zones and port zones including Nord-Pas-de-Ca/ais, Seine

Maritime, and the Bouches du Rhone. Radioactive substances are also a concern. A 

recent analysis also demonstrates the presence of new chemicals and toxic 

506 S ec 1.5. 
507 GESAMPfUNEP Protecting the oceans fro m land~based activities . 
508 Based on the data from !fremer 2008 hllp·/Jwww.ifremer.lr/anqlals/. 
509 Based on the data from Uremer 2008 http://www.ifremer.fr/anq lalsJ. 
510 MEOD L'envlronnement en France 209. 
511 Ifremer 2008 hllp:llwww.ifremer.lr/anqlals/. 
512 Ifre mer 2008 http·/lwww. lfremer .lr/anglais/. 
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pollutants in the marine environment.'" Nitrates contamination is an important 

source of pollution of the French water resources, especially of some of the coastal 

water. ' " Organic pollution and phosphates-related pollution also affect the state of 

the coastal environment in France." " Tabte 4 provides an overview of the main 

sources of LBMP impacting on bathing water quatity in France. 

Approximatety, 70 per cent of French bathing waters are considered as being of 

good quality, while 3.5 per cent of French bathing waters are not.'" The situation can 

therefore be improved. The Mediterranean Sea has been the most affected by 

LBMP, mainly from extensive coastal development, waste water and sewage-related 

problems, population pressures and tourism-related activities in the coastal zone. 

Experts have supported the position that "for the Mediterranean Sea, action is 

urgently needed conSidering its geographically almost enclosed feature that 

contributes to the comparatively slow full renewat of its waters - estimated to take 

over a century",517 

GESAMP and GAP"" have provided useful information on the priority issues in terms 

of LBMP for the Mediterranean Region (including France), which include municipal 

sewage, POPs, heavy metals, oil, nutrients and suspended solids, agricultural and 

industrial waste water, urban solid waste, and the physical alteration and destruction 

of habitats. Such issues should be permanently prioritised in terms of LBMP 

regulation. In the North East Atlantic Region (inctuding France) , four priority issues 

have been identified: the protection and preservation of ecosystems and biological 

diversity, hazardous substances, radioactive substances, and eutrophication '" 

513 MEDD L'environnement en France 209 , 
514 MEDD L'envlronnemenl en France 210 . 
515 MEDD L'environnemenl ell France 213. 
516 Ministere de la sante. de la J€unesse el des sports 2006 hltp:llbalgnades.sante gouv.fr 

Ihl mJr a ppo rt sis ynlh ese Irap po 1120 06. pdf . 
517 Hlldering , Keessen and Van AiJswlck 2009 Utre cht Law ReView 81 . 
518 GESAMP/UNEP Protecting the oceans from land-ba sed activities 58·66 . 
51 9 GESAMP/UNEP Protecting the ocean s from land-based actiVities 58-66 . 
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Main Causes and Sources of Beach Pollution in France 
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Table 4. Main causes and sources of beach pollution in France'20 

It seems Ihal a national and localised regulatory approach will be required to 

effectively address LBMP in France. 

3.1.2 Governmental and administrative structure 

The French territory is geographically divided between Metropolitan France'" and its 

overseas territories (Ierriloires and collectivites d' outre-mer). '" Only the regulatory 

framework applicable to Metropolitan France and its associated coastal and marine 

areas will be assessed in this study. The French administration'23 is characterised as 

520 Minlstere de la sanfe de la jeunesse et des sports 2006 http://baignades.sante.qouv.fr/htm/ 
@QQQ11s1synthese/ rap port200q,Qdf, 

521 Metropolitan France extends from the Mediterranean Sea to the English Channel and the 
North Sea, and from the Rhine to the Atlantic Ocean, and IS located within the EU . 

522 France's overseas departments (DOM) - Includmg Guadeloupe (since 1946), Martinique 
(since 1946). French GUinea (since 1946) and Reunion (si nce 1946) - and collectivltes (TOM). 
consist broadly of French-administered territories outside of the European cont inent. These 
DOM and TOM have varYing legal status and different levels of autonomy. For further 
Information refer to Oantonel-Cor Droit des collectivi(es territoriafes, 

523 According to Art 1 of the Orientation faw regarding temtorial adminisJration of the French 
RepubliC (Loi d'orientation). 6 February 1992, the terrltonal administratIon of the RepubliC IS 

the responslblhty of the local authOrities and the de localised services of the slate (Se rvice 
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decentralised '" and "deconcentrated".'" The decentralisation process has led the 

territorial organisation to be divided into two main spheres,"'" the national state (and 

its associated deconcentrated entities) and the col/eclivi/es terri/oritales" " (including 

deconccntres de r EtDt). According 10 the dellnl'lons of the Cour des Comptes (Accounts 
Court) , "de-concentration" (decollcentratlon) means the acllon of giVing more powers to the 
local representative of the central state; "decentmlisation" (decentralisation) means the acllon 
of giving more management responSibilities to the elected local authorities (colfectiviles 
temtoriales). Cour des Comples la deconcentralion des administraltons ef la reforme de fEtal 
5. "The decentralisation law of 2 March 1982 relative to the rights and freedoms of the 
communes, departments and Regions IS one of the largest In5111ullonal reforms 01 the last 25 
years. Since then, France has been a decentrallsed unitary stale. Decentralisation transferred 
neither legislative authority nor government to a local level. Among the terrnoflal units which 
overlap it is important to distinguish between the local authOrities that are run by an elected 
assembly (terri torial authorities whose representatives are chosen by the c itizens) and those 
that constitute administrat ive districts, which serve as a base for state services (state 
representatives)". Mlnlslere du logement et de la Ville 2008 hllp·/lwww eukn orglb lnanesl 
france/ho me/temlonal-organlsatlon-ol-the-French-dmlnlstratlon.pdf. Also see Appendix 2. For 
fUrl her information about French administration, refer to Danlonel-Cor Droit des callec/lVllos 
tem(ariales; Rouaull Droit administratif; Forges Les institutions adminis(ratives fram;aises. 

524 This concepl re fers to the process of transferring decision-making power and authority closer 
to the people or Citizens, Including the transfer of authoflly and responsibility for publiC 
functions from the central government to subordina te or Quasl-lndependent governments. In 
the French context, this includes political and administrative decentral isation to the Regions, 
departments and communes. According to the definitions of the Cour des Comptes, 
'lunctlonal decentrali sa tion" IS aimed at ass igning specific missions of the public service to a 
public entity which has legal personality and which is managed by an executive direc tor under 
the con lrol of an administration board. FunCtional de-concentration means the allocat ion of 
specifiC services 01 the cen tral administration to an administrative service managed 
independently Irom the rest of the de-concentra ted services. Cour des Comptes L.) 
deconcentralion dos admimslratlons at la reforme de fEtal 10. For further info rmation see 
Maestri La decentralisation. 

525 This concept re fers to the reallocation of decision-making authOrity incfuding financial and 
management responSibilities among differen t levels 01 the national government. In the French 
context. It refers mainly to Ihe transfer/reallocation of powers, functions and responSibilities 
from the central government to the government "agents" located in the Regions, Provinces o r 
muniCipalities, creating various levels of local administrative capacity under the supervision of 
centrat government ministries. According to the Decret of the 1st of July 1992. referred to as 
'La Charte de Deconcentrat/on, ' de-concentration IS the general rule 01 repartition of the 
functions, mandates and means between the different spheres of the state ciVil administration 
For further information on the de-conce ntration phenomenon In France, refer to Albertini La 
deconcen[rallon. 

526 It can also refer to three spheres including stales, col/ectiviles territorilales and public 
establishments which also benefit from a certain level of administrative and finanCIal 
Independence Similar to that o f the col/ectivl16s tern/on/ales For further information, refer to 
Rouault Droit administratif. 

527 Most of the legal provisions regulating the collecllvlles lerrilodates are prescflbed by the Code 
generale des collectiviles terriloria/es (the general code 01 the territorial enllties). This section 
aims only at providing an overview of the French inslitutional and administrative struclure. A 
detailed analysis of the French administrative organisation IS ou tside the scope of thiS study. 
For further information about the col/ect/vires temlontales refer to Oantonel-Cor Droit des 
collectivlles temtoriales: Bonnard Les col/ectivlles lerritor/ales en France. Verpeaux Droit des 
callectivites territoriales . 
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the Regions, '." departments"9 and communes" ") which are public legal persons 

(administrative entities) separate from the state. '" Their main function is to protect 

the interests of the inhabitants of the specific territorial areas that they represent. " '" 

There are two "categories" of representation of the national state. The first level is 

through the decen tralised pubtic establishments'" and the second level is through 

the de-concentrated represen tatives/entities of the central state in the different 

col/ectivites terriloria/es. so' 

528 The region (region) IS made up o f all of the departments grouped together according to their 
economic Interest. The executive authority of the region IS the President o f the Regional 
CounCil elected by the reg ional counci llors, themselves elec ted by dlrec1 universal suffrage. 
The main scope of actiVities and powers of the reg10n relates to transport planning. territoria l 
pla nning , economiC development. professional training , the construction, the facllilles and 
spe nding to run high schools. Minislere du logemenl et de la ville 2008 hUp:/Iwww .e ukn. 
org/binarl es/fr ance/homeJlernIQnal-organlsat lon-of-lhe-French-admlnl str i?tion.pdf. 

529 The execu tive authonly of the department (deparlment) is the President of the Departmental 
CouncIl. elected by the Council, within th e council, fo r 6 years. The Departmental Council IS 
made up of Departmental Councillors who are elected for 6 years by d irect universal suffrage 
with in the framework of a canton or constituency. The main scope of the actiVities and powers 
of the department relates to health and social work , (the elderly, child supfXlrl, welfa re), rural 
facilities, departmental road maintenance investment expend iture and expenditure to run 
secondary SChools. as well as specia lised preventive actions. Ministere du logement et de la 
ville 2008 httpJlwww.eukn orq/binarieslfrance/home/tern tonal-orqanisa tlon-of-the-French
administrati on pdf. 

530 The division of the French territory Into communes dates back to the French Revolution in 
1789. Each commune has a mayor, who is elected for 6 years by the inhabi tan ts of the 
commune. by direct universal suffrage. The election IS overseen by the town counCIl. The 
main scope of the actiVities and powers of the region relate to local action, building 
maintenance. the running of primary schools. urban planning. local social work. com muna l 
roads maintenance, and refuse collection. Minis tere du logement el de la Ville 2008 
hltp:l/www .eukn.orglbinaneslfrance/homelterri lorial-organisatlon-of-Ihe-French
administration. pdf. 

53 1 As of January 1, 2008, Metropolitan France was diVided into 22 reg ions (Including Corsica). 
Th e Metropolitan reg ions are subdiVided into 96 departments, the departments are divided 
inlo 330 arrondIssements, the arrondissements are then divided into 3,883 cantons. which are 
subdivided mto 36.569 communes (althoug h som e of the larger communes actually are 
com posed of several cantons) . The intercommunal st ructures are 16 urban communities 
(communautes urbalOes), 167 agglomeration communities (communautes d'agglomeration) , 
2 ,397 communities of communes (communautes de communes) . and 5 syndicates of new 
agglomeration (syndicals d'agglomeration nouvelle) , a category being phased out. 

532 Also see 3 7 
533 Th ey are public legal perso ns (Similar to an organ of slale in tho South Afflcan contex t) . They 

have a cenain level o f administrative and financial independence. There are two types of 
publiC establ ishments: ad min!stralive. etablissemenf public adml1l1stratif (EPA) and industrial 
and commercial, efablissemenl public a caractere Industriel ou commercial (EPIC). For further 
information refer to Oufau Les entreprises publiques and Rivero and Waline Droit 
administratif. 

534 Also refer 10 3.7. 
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The French President has the responsibility of ensuring that the Constitution is 

respected. The French Constitution of 1958, adopted on 4 October 1958 (herein 

after referred as the Constitution), established the French Fifth Republic. "0 The 

President ensures the regular functioning of the public powers, and protects the 

integrity of the territory and the continuity and independence of the state.'"' He/she 

designates the Prime Minister,'" who is the head of the government, and upon the 

recommendation of the Prime Minister nominates the other members of the 

government. c," The Prime Minister is in reality the crucial pillar of the French 

Republic. He determines and ensures the implementation of national policy."" 

He/she controls the administration and directs government actions. He/she holds the 

executive authority and has the responsibility of ensuring the implementation of the 

law. '" The legislative authority is vested in the Parliament, which consists of the 

National Assembly and the Senat."" The functional area of their legislative authority 

is restrictively defined by the Constitution. Everything which is not enumerated as 

being a functional area of legislative authority will fall within the functional area of the 

executive authority.'" Appendix 2 provides further information on the French 

governmental and administrative structure. 

The French Republic is also part of the EU.'" The EU is an additional level of 

legislative, executive and administrative authority. France has to transpose and 

implement EU legislation,"" which will impact on its regulatory framework.'" 

535 Referred \0 hereinafter as the French Constitution. 
536 S 5 and 15 of the French Constitution. 
537 S 18 of the French Constitution. 
538 S 21 of the French Constitution. 
539 S 30 of the French Constitution. 
540 S 20, 21 and 22 of the French Constitution. 
541 S 24 of the French Constitution. 
542 S 34 and 37 of the French Constitution. 
543 Titre 111 of the French Constitution. The Treaty of Rome. establishlllg the European Economic 

Community (EEC), signed in Rome on 25 March 1957, and which entered into force on 1 
January 1958. The EU was established by the Treaty 01 Maastricht on 1 November 1993 
upon the foundations of the European Communities. The EU is a union of twenty-seven 
independent states based on the European Communities and founded to enhance political. 
economic and social co-operation. The Treaty on European Union. which was signed in 
Maastricht on 7 February 1992. was a major EU milestone, setting clear rules for the future 
single currency as well as for foreign and security policy and closer co-operation in justice and 
home aHalrs. Under the treaty, the name "European Union" officially replaces "European 
Community". The Maastricht Treaty changed the name of the ECC to simply "the European 
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Traditionally, the French political scene has always been divided between right and 

left wing political parties. '" Most political parties in France have to address similar 

issues including unemployment, crime, poverty alleviation, EU related mailers, and 

local democracy, in order to address the main concerns of the French population. 

Traditionally the 'green political parties' belong to the left wing. "" 

- - - --- - - ----- ---.. _-
Community". In terms ot the Treaty of Lisbon [unending the Treaty on European Union and 
the Treaty es/abflslJl/lg the European Community. signed at Lisbon, 13 December 2007, the 
EU replaces and succeeds the European CommuOIty. For further information see EU 2010 
hup:/leur-lcx.europa. ou/en/trea liesllndex.h tmHother . 

544 "The Directives are, by nature, measures that bind the Member states In terms of the results 
to be achieved The Member states are, on Ihe other hand. free 10 choose the form and 
means of achieving th is result , to do so, the Member slates have a deadhne Within which they 
must transpose the Directives". Europa 2005 http ://europa.eu/lcql slatlon summaries/ mlernaJ 
market/inlernal_markeCge neral.Jramework/122021_en .htm. Normally, Direct ives will 
prescnbe a timetable for the Implementation of the intended outcome by the Member states. 
Then more commonly Member s lates will have \0 make the necessary nallonal legal changes 
to their laws (amendments and /or prim ary laws) 10 give force to/implement the provisions of 
the Directive, which IS commonly referred to as transpOsit ion. "Preparation for drafting of 
leglslallon should slart before or as soon as the Directive is published In the Official Journal of 
the EU. Where leg islation is required to transpose the Directive, the Regulatory Impact 
Assessment (RIA) should be attached to the Memorandum to government seeking permission 
10 dra ft Heads of a Bill. This would considerably reduce the need lor retrospection . 
Consideration as to whether Implementation/transposition should be by way 01 primary 
legislat ion or Minlstenal regulations (either pursuant to the European Communities Act 1972 
or by other primary legislation which contains a speCific power to implemenlltranspose EU 
legislation by regulations made under It) or through other alternaltves to regulation , should be 
Identified by the RIA. In hne With the principles of Better Regulation and the government 
DeCision on RIA, if the Department proposes to introduce additional regu latory changes in the 
legislation transposing a Directive or Regulation, the RIA should be updated as appropriate . 
Early consultation With the Attorney General's Office on this issue IS necessary. Factors which 
would mfluence this choice would be whether indictable offences will be created as sanctions 
to implement/transpose the EU legislation in question (in which case, primary legislation IS 
necessary) or whether the EU legislation contains diverse policy chOIces or 
deroga tlons/abrogations from the EU measure Ilse lf to be adopted by the Member state (in 
which case primary legislation will be necessary) . For further informatio n refer to GUidelines 
o n best practice on the Transposition of EU Directives found on http://www.taolseach .gov.le / 
eng/Publications/Publ ications Archive/Publications 2006/Fina Version GUldelines.Dd f. 

545 See 3.2.2 and 4 .1 for further Information on the Implications of European environmental law 
for French law , and more speCIfically for LBMP regulation. 

546 Since 1995. the French PreSident has been trom the right wing. However, the majority of the 
executive powers (cabinet) and the national assembly have nol always been from the same 
pohtical party (and Influence) as the President of the Repubhc, creating a "political dichotomy" 
in the government. Cohabitation has been a new dimension of the po litical scene in France. 
Cohabitation happens when the President of the Republic and the govcrnmenl formed from 
the parliamentary majority come from oPPOsite political movement (mainly the traditional 
opposition fight and leh wing). Understand France 2008 htlp .llwww.understandfrance.orgJ 
France /Soclety.html and Library of Congress 2008 http://www.foc.qov/rrJinternationa l/ 
EuropeanllranceJresourcesJfr-government .html. 

547 It IS noteworthy that environmental management pOlicies or objectives were not mentioned in 
the PreSidential election programme of Nicolas Sarkozy (curre ntly the President) . In response 
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3.1.3 Economic situation 

The French economy is characterised by a unique combination of a socialist 

economy and a free market in alignment with the world market and global capitalist 

rules. Between 1997 and 2001, France has experienced balanced economic growth 

due to a favourable internalional markel, efficient regulatory reforms and the 

passage 10 a single currency, the Euro, which has enabled France to counterbalance 

external economic pressures.'" Since 2001, the economic situation has been more 

fragile.'" More recently, output has been growing, unemployment has been falling 

and public finances have improved.'" As explained in the Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD) Policy brief about France "another key 

challenge for the (French) authorities is a persistently high budget delicit leading to 

rising public sector debt".'" The major industries contributing to the French economic 

growth include agriculture, energy production, manufacturing (automobile, chemical , 

construction, textile , steel, weapons, and biological products). services, tourism. and 

transport'" Major economic and social reforms have also been implemented. · .. 

to International pressure the government has decided to address the climate change Issue as 
a maner of political urgency. which might impact on the attention given to the issue of land
based manne pollution. 

548 OECD Policy brief regarding the economic survey of France 2005 2-5. 
549 OECD Policy brief regarding the economic survey of France 2005 2-5. 
550 OECD Econom ic Survey of France 2007 3-8. The change seems 10 be the result of a IIscal 

pressure from the health and pension systems. the lack of a creative entrepreneurial and 
business climate. and uncontrolled public spending . Inflation has also played a role in the 
slowing down 01 the economy. DECO Policy brief regarding the economic survey of France 
20052-6. 

S51 Recently there has been a strong focus on developing policies and strategies to restore 
sustainable public finances. which includes substantial reforms 01 the pension and health 
systems as well as strictly regulating pubhc expenditure In the different administrat ive and 
executive 5rheres, DECO Economic survey of France 2007 2-6. 

SS2 DECO Economic Survey of France 2007 2-6. 
SS3 Including public spending reforms, lax law reforms (10 reduce tax rates and stimulate business 

creation and growth), health and pension systems reforms (to rationalise and ensure the 
suslainabllilY of the sv~tems), competition law reforms (IO increase productivity, growth and 
employment), and labour law reforms (to reduce labour costs and stimulate the employment 
mainly of low-skilled and young workers) . DECO Economic survey of France 2007 2·1 S. 
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3.1.4 Social situation 

As stated in the Constitution, France is a "social" state,"" which has established 

various social rights. Hislorically, France has managed to develop and implemenl a 

very sophisticated social welfare system including comprehensive education, 

housing, employment, health and pension syslems" " However, such policies have 

been a significant burden on the nalional economy and most of them need to be 

reformed to ensure their sustainability'" Unemployment is still a major concern for 

national policy.'" France is also facing the challenge of population ageing, which has 

various negative related impacts on the economy.' ''' Social tensions (revolving 

around poverty, insecurity, exclusion and racism) remain a social challenge faced by 

the French government.'" 

3.1.5 Preliminary implications for LBMP regulation 

The institutional structure of the French territorial, governmental and administrative 

organisation has several implications for LBMP regulation ."'" Due to the nature and 

impacts of LBMP,'" a strong level of co-operation is needed between the different 

554 S 1 of the French Constitution. 
555 OECD EconOfnlC survey of France 2007 2· 10. 
556 OECD EconomiC slJrvey of France 2007 2-10. 
557 DECO Economic survey of France 2007 11 , "A fee ling of peSSimism and Insecunty has been 

sustained by pers istently high unemployment, often leading to soc ia l exclu sion, a problem fo r 
which the educa tional system struggles to find solutions. Demographic ageing. long foreseen 
but whose consequences have not yet been fully addressed, Will soon be haVing a real impact 
on labour force developments and public finances ... This survey concentrates on these linked 
issues - most of which have been rai sed in Going for Growth 2007 - of unemployment, 
ageing, poverty and soc ial exclusion . with which the new government Will have to deal". The 
population is agalns\ change and does not support any al terat ion to the cur rent social system. 
as it IS perceived as a negative a lteration of the SOCial vic tones achieved in the last 50 years. 
Currently. there IS a lot of tension In the French population due 10 the fear of losing soc ial 
pnvlleges. 

558 The consequence of the significant immigration rates between 1960 and 1990 has been the 
creation of SOCial tensions rellected by the stronger position ing of the extreme ri ght wmg 
parties on the political scene. as demonstrated dUring the Presiden tial election of 2002. 
OECo Economic survey of France 2007. 

559 See the prevIous footnote. 
560 See 3.7 for further information on the French institutional structure In terms of LBMP 

regulation. 
561 As descnbed In 2.2. 
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governance spheres including the European, national/central , regional , departmental 

and municipal governmental spheres."" The OECD notes that : 

Despite France's previously well deserved reputalion as a highly centralised 
state, a significant number of responsibilities have been devolved to regional 
and locat government over the past two decades. The process has not been 
easy. The extremely large number of very small municipa/ilies makes 
economies of scale in the implementation of policies hard to realise, and 
measures to overcome this have been at best only partially successful. 
Competence is often shared between levels of government, obscuring 
accountabitity, and the centrat government has often retained an arguably 
unnecessary degree of prerogatives. Reorganising the system to avoid 
ove rlapping responsibilities and improving transparency and accountability in 
local government finance provide some difficult challenges.56:3 

Such a situation might affect LBMP regutation . Cooperation might be difficult to 

achieve, considering the different territorial legislative, executive, regulatory and 

administrative competences. The current regutatory and institutional framework is 

fairly complex and this might have implications for effective LBMP regulation, 

especially in terms of the implementation of integrated environmental management, 

as reflected in international best practice. The financial aspects of territoriat 

administration and the need to rationalise public expenditure might also limit effective 

regutation of land-based marine pollution in France, especially in terms of financiat 

management.56
" 

As a consequence of the introduction of fiscal and tax reform the government might 

delay the development and implementation of new environmental economic 

instruments which might have a negative impact on economic growth and business 

creation. '" This would affect LBMP regulation . For instance, tourism is a significant 

source of income on the French coast, but it is also a very important source of 

LBMP:'oo One of the main economic issues related to LBMP is the "retrofitting" and 

control of existing industries and facilities (especially linked to coastal urban 

562 See 3.7 fo r fu rther Information. 
563 OECD 2007 http://www oils oecd.orq/o lls/2007doc.nsflUnkTo/NT00002ECE/$FILE/JT0323QIl 

95.PDF. 
564 See 3.5.2 for further Information. 
565 The curre nt Opposition 10 a carbon tax by French Indu stry IS an example of resistance 10 Ihe 

development of further environmental tax-related measures. 
566 As said in 2.4.2. 
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development) to reduce the generation of pollution and its impacts on the marine 

environment, which has considerable economic and financial consequences."7 The 

economic lobby is also very powerful in France and can influence the effective 

development and implementation of environmental regulation . 56' At this stage, in the 

context of LBMP regulation , the main social pressures are from the movement of 

population from inland to coastal areas and the associated pressures on the marine 

environment. 

3.2 Background to the French environmental regulatory framework 

This section is aimed at providing some background information about the French 

environmental regulatory framework related to LBMP, highlighting its historical 

evolution and the main statutes involved. This section also introduces the legal 

relationship between EU environmental law and French environmental law, 

especially in th e context of LBMP, providing a rationale for the need to conduct a 

detailed legal analysis of some key EU Directives involved in the regulation of 

LBMP."" 

3.2.1 Historical development of the French regulatory framework relevant for 

LBMP 

There are two main areas in French environmental law which are relevant to LBMP 

regulation, namely, the legal provisions related to water and water resources 

management and the legal provisions related to the protection of the "Littoral". "'" 

These provisions are codified in the Code de I'environment.'" The provisions of the 

567 For example, waste water and sewage treatment plans and reticulation systems, Le Pansle n 
2009 hI tp :l/www .leparislen.f r/econo m ie/la-facturc-d-eau-des- francll iens-v ct-bondlr-21-11- 2009 
· 719268.php. 

568 The curren! OPPOSition to a carbon lax In French by the Industry IS an example o f industrial 
lobbYing. 

569 Such a legal a sscssmc nl is conoucled In Chapter 4 . 
570 The ""oraIIS a similar concepllo the coasla l zone. See 3.4.3.1 for furth er Information. 
57 1 The French environmental code. Such provisions are respectively encompassed in terms of 

Livre If: Milieux physiques (Book II: Physical environment), Titre" Eau el milieux aqualiques 
(Title I; Water and aquatic enVironments), Art L210-1 to L218-86 tor the legislative sections of 
the code and the associated Art (R211-1 to R2 18-5) of the partie reglementalre (reglemenlary 
section) of the code and Livre III : Espaces Naturels (Natural areas) Titre II ' Littoral, Art L321-
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Code consolidate the various legislative interventions in these areas. In terms of 

water management, one of the first French statutes which strove to provide for a 

regulatory regime regarding decentralised water protection and pollution 

management was the Loi n ' 64-1245 du 16 decembre 1964 relative au regi me et a la 

repartition des eaux et a la lutte contre leur pollution.5n This law remains the 

foundation of the French water law and aims to ensure a better distribution of water 

and better control of pollution.'" The Law n' 92-3 of January 3, 1992, la Loi sur 

I'eau, '" consolidated the water regul atory framework. m The Law n' 95-101 of 

February 2, 1995 (law Barnier) reinforces the regulatory provisions regarding water 

management in France.'" The Law n° 2004-338 of April 21, 2004 sn transposes the 

EU Water Framework Directive'" (WFD). All of these statutes have been 

instrumental in shaping the current water-related regulatory regime. '" The 2005 

Marine Environment Strategic Actions Plan is also an important policy document in 

terms of LBMP regulation, as it strives to address marinelcoastal water quality and 

marine/coastal water pollution management. The Action Plan identifies four priority 

areas for action: restoration of coastal and transitional water quality (ecological and 

chemical); prevention of LBMP; management of maritime pollution; and improvement 

1 10 L322· ' 4 and the associated An of the reglementary sect ion 01 the code (Art R321-1 to 
R322-42). 

572 The Law n" 64-1245 of December 16. 1964 relating to the regime and distribution of water 
and water pollution control, La documentation Fran-;:a ise 2004 http ://www.vie-publlgue. 
fr/politigues-publlques/DoIJtigue-eau/index and Pneur Droit de /'environnement 562. 

573 La documentation Franryaise 2004 hLlp:llwww.vle-publlque. fr/pol lligues-publiques!Dolitlque
eaullOdex, and Prieur Droit de J'environnemenl 562-563. 

574 The water law of 1992. This law also clearly linked French water law 10 environmental law . 
Rami Droit administration de I'environnement 515. 

575 La documentation Franryaise 2004 hllp:l/www.vie-publigue. fr/po liliques-publigues/politlgue
eau/index and Prieur Droit de l'enV/ronnement 562-563 . The statutes of 1962 and 1994 are 
regarded as the "backbone" of water Jaw in France . Rami Droit administration de 
I'environnement 517 . 

576 La documentation Franryalse 2004 hap:!lwww .vle-publigueJr/politiaues-Dubligues/politlQue
eau/index. 

577 Loi n.2004-338 du 21 Avril 2004 portant transposition de la Directive 2000160lCE du 
par/ement Europeen et du Gonseil du 23 Dclobre 2000 etablissanl un cadre pour une 
polltique communautaire dans Ie domaine de I'eau. (The law transposing the EU Waler 
Framework Directive). See 4 .2.1 for further information about thIs Directive. 

578 Direct ive 2000106/EC of the European Parliament and the CounCil of 23 October 2000 
establishing a framewo rk for Community action in the field of water policy. 

579 Roml Droit et administration de J'environnemenI5 16 . 
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of the quafity of bathing water. "'" However, the provisions of this Action Pfan are very 

generic and it is onfy a "strategic document" with no legally binding value. Les gemes 

programmes d'intervention des agences de I'eau (2007-2012), 1 January 2007,'" are 

afso important, establishing six main programmes of intervention to assist the 

management of river basins, taking into consideration their respective challenges 

and circumstances. Such programmes are centred around two main goafs: improved 

compliance with EU water law' " (especially regarding sanitation requirements), and 

implementation of the WFD with a focus on specific areas of priority.'" The Loi sur 

I'eau ef les Milieux Aquatiques of 2006'" (LEMA) is the most recent statute in terms 

of water management." '" France does not have a formalised National Action 

Programme' ''' as prescribed by the GPA.'" 

In terms of the protection and management of the littoral , the Loi relative a 

I'amenagement. protection and la mise en valeur du littoral, 1986 as amended'" (Loi 

Littoral or Littoral Law) is an important statute in the context of LBMP regulation. 

Some provisions of the Code de l'Urbanisme'" and La loi relative au developpement 

- ----._- - --

580 Mlnistere de l'Ecologie, de I'Energie, du Developpemenl durable e\ de la Mer 2007 
hllp:llwww,ecoloaie.gouv.fr/Plan-d-actlons-slrateqigue-mer-du.hlml. 

581 g,h programme of intervention of the water agencies for 2007 to 20 12. Minlslere de "Ecologie, 
de l'Energ le, du Developpemenl durable el de la Mer 2007 hltp:/lwww .ecologlc.gouv.lrJLes
ges-proqrammes-d-lntervention.hlml. 

582 Including WFO and others Directives. See 4.1.1 for further information. 
583 Such areas 01 priOrity include: agricullural diffuse pollution, water ava llablhty and the 

susta inabillty of water resources, industrial water discharges, sludge management, and the 
elimination of the discharge of hazardous/dangerous substances. They also have a very 
strong financial componen t, which includes the need to respect strict financial guidelines 
regarding expenses and the implementation of new-market based instruments which consist 
mainly of a sUite of ta xes on Ihe use of water and water pollution . The main direction IS 10 
ensu re sound financia l management and cost effecllveness. Minlstere de l'Ecologie. de 
l'Energle, du Developpemenl durable et de la Mer 2007 http://www .ecologiegouv.fr 
I IMG/pdf/ix prog rammes version pages pdf. 

58 4 Act dealing witiJ water and aquatic environments, loi n"2006-1772 du 30 decembre 2006 sur 
/'eau et milieux aqualiques. 

585 Rami Droit e t administration de I'envlronnement 5 17. 
586 As described in Chapter 2 
587 Ministry o f Ecology and Sustainable Development 2006 htlp.llwww.qpa.unep.org/documentsf 

national reoon france 1 english. pdf. 
588 Loi n 086-2 du 3 Janvier 1986 relative a I'amenagem ent, la protection et fa mise en valeur du 

littoral, (the Act dealing with the deve lopment, protect ion and valorisatlon of the coastal 
environment). hereafter referred to as the "Loi Littoral". 

589 Specifically Art L 146- 1 a L 146-9. Also refer to 3.4.3 for further Information . 
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des territoires ruraux 23 fevrier 2005"· are also very relevant in terms of the 

regulatory framework pertaining to the management of the littoral and are indirectly 

involved in LBMP regulation. 

3.2.2 European and French legislation 

The relevant EU environmental legislation in the context of LBMP regulation, as 

analysed in Chapter 4, is directly relevant to the French regulatory context. ' "' France 

has an obligation, in terms of the EU legal framework, '" to incorporate (transpose, 

590 Law dealing with the deve lopment of rura!lerrilones. 
59 1 EU law IS a unique legal system which operates alongside the laws 01 Member slales 01 the 

EU. EU law has direct eHect within the legal systems of lis Member states, and overndes 
national law in many areas, especially In areas covered by the Single Markel, Obradovic and 
Lavranos Interlace between EU Law and National Law 7; Prieur Droit de /'environnement 19· 
20; Roml Droll et administration de i'environnement 5 1-59. "The essential feature that 
Community law enJOys in companson with general international law is its specific nature, 
meaning thai II enjoys supremacy, direct applicability and direct eHect by Itse lf and not 
because the national constitution or the nat ional law provides so". Popescu 2006 
http://www.federalism.ch Iflles/Filepownlo<!df918/PQg§s_cu web pQl 8. "The European Court 
of Justice has created a system whereby the laws of the Community take precedence over 
conflicting laws in the Member states. Consequently, the national courts are obliged to ensure 
the practical effectiveness 01 supremacy by upholding CommuOily law. Naturally, the 
reception of the doctrine of supremacy in the Member states has been vaned". Stlernstrom 
The Relationship Be/ween Community Law and National Law 2 and 5. In terms of a case In 
front 01 the Environmental Court of Justice 26/62 NV Algemene Transporten Expedltle 
Ondememing van Gend en Loos v Neder/andse Administra/le der Belastingen [1963) ECR 1: 
"The Community constitutes a new legal order of International law for the benefit or which the 
slates have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields, and the subjects of which 
comprise not onry Member states but also their nationals. Independently of the legislation of 
Member stales, Community law Iherefore not only imposes obligations on Individuals but is 
also intended to centre upon them rights which become part of their national heritage. Those 
rights ar ise not only where they are expressly granted by the Treaty, but also by reason of 
obligations which the Treaty Imposes In a clearly defined way upon Individuals as welt as 
upon the Member states and upon the inslltutlons of the Community". For further information 
about the inlerface or interaction between EU law and nalionallaw, In particular at assessing 
the delineation of competences belween the EU and lIs Member states regard ing various 
policy areas, consult Obradovic and lavranos Interface between EU Law and National Law 
and Oppenheimer The relatIonshIp between European community law and national law. In 
terms 01 the specific mailer 01 the applicability 01 EU environmental law In Member states, for 
fu rther information consult Jans and Vedder European Environmental Law. 

592 "The onglnal EU Trealy (the Treaty of Maastricht) came Into force on t November 1993 and 
has been amended successively by the Treaty of Amsterdam, which came into force In 1999, 
and the Trea ty 01 Nice, which came Into fo rce on 1 February 2003. This is the EU treaty that 
onginated the concept of a three-pillar structure, Ihe first pillar consisting of the European 
Community and the other two of the common foreign and security policy and police and 
Judicial co-operation in criminal mailers. There is. however, a big difference between the first 
pillar and the other two, which have not given rise to any transfers of sovereignty to the 
common Institutions, as in these fi elds the Member states wished to preserve their 
indepe ndent declsion·making powers and restrict themselves to an Intergovernmental form of 
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implement and enforce) in the national legal framework the provisions of EU 

Directives, as per the timeframe prescribed in the Directives and related 

implementation guidelines (if applicable) and other prescriptions. 59
' In si tuations of 

non-compliance, France might be subjected to sanctions and penalties imposed for 

non-compliance with EU legislation. In this context, it is important to note that France 

is regarded as one of the "biggest offenders" in terms of non-compliance with EU 

environmental law, especially water-related legislation."" Therefore the EU legal 

framework in terms of LBMP, as identified and assessed in Chapter 4, is directly 

relevant for the regulation of LBMP in France, especially when such Directives have 

not yet been fully implemented in terms of French law. "" The key Directives in terms 

co-operation . Env ironment IS a sector encompassed In the first p illar". Europa 2009 hUp:/! eur
rex.europa.eu/en/droll communaulalre/droll communautaire.hlm# 1.3. 

593 "Directives may concern one or more EU countries. or all of them. Each Directive speci fies 
the date by which the national laws must be adapted - giving national aulhonlles the room fo r 
manoeuvre wlthm the deadlines necessary to take account of differing nallonal situa tions. 
Directives are used to bring different nationa l laws Into hne with each other, and are 
particular ly common In matters that a ffect the operation of the single marke t (e.g. produc t 
safety standards)", EC 2009 http://ec,curopa.eu/community lawlDlrecl lvesJDi recllves en. 
him. "EC law and the nalional law o f the EC Member states constitute one composite legal 
order. Because ollhe principle of Community loyalty , enshrined In Art 10 EC, Member slates 
are obliged to do everything necessary in order to give full effect to EC law and to re lrain from 
opposing the lull effec t of EC law In any way. Uilimalely, this can be enfo rced through 
infringement proceedings brought by the CommiSSion before the European Court of Justi ce 
(ECJ) and th rough preliminary ruling procedures brought by national courts In the course o f 
sell ling disputes over Communily law . In liS case law, the ECJ has established thai the 
Mem ber states must interpret their nallonal law in accordance wllh the EC law thai il 
Implemenls and thai in a case of conllict , EC law takes precedence over the national laws of 
the Member states". Hiideri ng, Keessen and Va n Rijswick 2009 Utrecht Law Rev/ew88. 

594 Romi Droit et admmistratlOn de f'environnement 5 17. France has been condemned by the 
Eu ropean Court of Jus tice for failing 10 tra nspose recent EU e nvironmental legislation. For 
example, Fra nce admitted nol transposing a 2001 ame ndment to the 1967 Dangerous 
Substances Directive Europe 2004 hHp:/lwww.endseurope .com/9828?relerrer - search. 
France faced the prospect o f fines fo r neglecllng EU environmental laws under Infringement 
proceedings announced by the European Commissio n. France Ignored five Judgements 
against the country by the European cou rt of justice, the EU executive said, as It publi c ised Its 
Ilrst warnings 01 re newed legal actron. ENDS Europe 2004 http ://www.endseurope 
.comI96 15?re terrcr=search On IS March 2001 the Court of Justice condemned France for 
failing to meet water quahty standards and ror fail ing to carry out the monitoring 01 bathing 
waters as Irequently as the Bathing W ater Directive stipu lates (Case C-2000/147). Bathing 
wa ter quality problems did perSist, and the frequency of monItoring had not been brought Into 
line with the Directlve. The Commission therefore se nt France a written warning under Art 228 
of the T reaty. Eu ropean Commission DG Environment 2003 hltp :l/www.waternunc. com/g bl 
dgl1 en87 2003.htm. 

595 Direc tive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and 01 the Council of 23 October 2000 
establishing a framework for Community action in the field o f water policy (the Water 
Framework Directive or WFD) and Directive 2008J56/EC of the European Parliament and of 
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of LBMP regulation are only "framework" Directives.'·% They therefore mainly provide 

regulatory guidance and "architecture", enabling a fair level of flexibility and 

customisation by European Member states, including France, to decide on the mosl 

adequate national regulatory instruments to implement the provisions of the 

Direclives in their national legal frameworks. ' "' For example, the transposition and 

implementation of the WFD did require some revision of national regulations, but it 

was not incompatible with the basic statutes of 1964 , 1984 and 1992.''''' Various 

regulatory instruments implemented by French water law" " are being or have been 

revised to implement and enforce EU water law-related provisionsmo In the context 

of the implementation of the WFD, France has been committed since 2003 10 a 

process involving three major stages: the production of situation reports for river 

basin districts (completed in 2004);"" the establishment of water quality monitoring 

networks (completed at the end of 2006); and the definition of objectives and initial 

action programmes (completed at the end of 2009).'"' As previously stated, the most 

relevant provisions of EU environmental law in terms of LBMP regulation , which 

have not yet been implemented in French leg is lation and/or which have not 

the Council of 17 June 2008 eSlablishing a framework for commu nlly action in the field 01 
marine envi ronmental policy (Marine Strategy Framework Directive or MSFD) . 

596 WFD and MSFD. 
597 "EU Directives lay down certa in end results thaI must be achieved in every Member slale. 

Nallonal aUlhorilles have 10 adapt thei r laws to meet these goals, but are free to decide how 
10 do so. Directives may concern one or more EU countries, or all of them. National 
implementing measures are texts olliclally adopted by the authorities in a Member state to 
incorporate the provisions in a Directive Into national law", EC 2009 hllo:llec.e uropa.eul 
communIty law/Dire.C;lives/DJrecllves en.htm . 

59B MinIstry of Ecology and Susta inable Development 2006 http://www .gpa.uneporg/documents/ 
national report france 1 english. pdf. 

599 The SD AGE (Schema dlrecteur d'amenagemellt at de ges/ion de I' aau - Framework 
schem es for water management), their associated programmes of measures and river baSin 
district planning documents created In 1992 The programmes of measures and updated 
SDAGEs have came Into force on l SI of January 2010 . Re fer to 3.6.3 for further InformatIon on 
such instruments. 

600 T he water agencIes (Agences de I'eau) have prepared their 9th action programmes to 
facili tate the Implementation of regulatory measures and SDAGE obleclives via grants or 
finanCIal ince ntives. 

601 A situalion report for each nver baSin district was produced in 2004, comprising an analYSIS of 
district characterist iCS, a summary of the pressures on surface and ground water, an 
economic analYSIS of the uses of water. and a register of zones requiring special protection. 
M inistry of Ecology and Sustainable Development 2006 htlp .llwww.q pa.unep.ora /documentsf 
nalional report france 1 english .pdf. Aefer 10 3.5.1 and 4.3.2.1 lor further Information about 
the SItuations report In terms of LBMP regulat ion. 

602 Refer to 4.3.2.1 for further informallon. 
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effectivety/comprehensevty been implemented in French law, are analysed in 

Chapter 4. 

The French regulatory framework pertaining to LBMP regulation is the result of a 

long historical legal process related to coastal and water mangement in France and it 

has also been considerably influenced by EU environmental law in terms of water 

and marine environment management. It can therefore be seen as the product of the 

legal integration of national and regional regulatory priorities and instruments, taking 

into consideration local circumstances. 

3.3 Law principles, scope and regulatory objectives 

3.3.1 Law principles'" 

French environmental law incorporates the following principles:"'" 

• General environmental law principles:'"'' the precautionary principle, integrated 

management, the polluter pays principle, sustainable development, adaptative 

management, the participatory/participative approach, equity and 

prevention. COG 

• Environmental law principles rel ated to "sustainable resources management": 

the equitable and sustainable use of water resources,"" integrated river 

basin/watershed management,'"' the integrated ecosystem-based approach"" 

and the integrated territorial approach." " 

603 As previously descr ibed In Chapter 2 2.3.1, the phrase "law princ ip les" refers here 10 
environmental principles which have been Incorporated in a poliCY andlor legal framework . 
International best practice regulating LBM P provides guidance regarding the relevant 
environ mental taw pnnc lples which are regard ed as being co nducive \0 the e ffec tive 
regulation and management of LBMP. Refer to Chapter 2 for further Information. 

604 Only the most re levant in terms of LB MP regulation are listed here, their re levance being 
judged In re1alion 10 according to Internallonal best practice Aefer to 2.3.1. 

605 See 2 .3.1 for furth er Information on the Importance of these law pnnClples to LBMP regulation . 
606 Also see Orobenko Droit de I'eau 36-37. 
607 Art 210· 1 and 211-1 of the Code de J'environnemen(. 
608 Orobenko DrOit de I'eau 36-37. 
609 See the footn ote above. 
610 See the foo tnote above. 
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• Environmentat taw principles related to "coastal and marine management": 

integrated coastal area/zone management"" and ocean-land-atmosphere 

connections. 61? 

These principtes accord with international best practice in the regulation of LBMP."" 

The fact that most of them are incorporated in the Code de I'environnement makes 

such principles part of environmental law.'" As it it is apparent that these principles 

are at the heart of international best practice for effective LBMP regulation, th eir 

incorporation in the environmental regulatory framework should assist the effective 

regulation of LBMP in France. 

3.3.2 Regulatory scope 

The geographical scope of French water law as outlined in the Code de 

I'environl1ement. especially in terms ot the provisions of LEMA as incoporated in the 

Code,''' includes surface water. ground water and marine/coastal waters up to the 

outer limits of territorial waters'" French water law regulates activities on land which 

do or are likely to pollute the marine environmment."" fn this context and in terms of 

the material scope, French water law has general provisions' " in terms of water 

resources management. The Code de I'environnement prescribes that general 

requirements can be determined by a decision of the Consei' d'Etat, relating to the 

6 11 ThiS principle per se is not enunCiated in French environmental law, but It is deflnllety 
encompassed In the LOI Littoral. Frangoudes, Pral and Bailly Le cadre national des politiques 
de gestion des lones c6tleres en France 12. 

6 12 French water law recognises the interrelationship between 1resh and marine water. Orobenko 
Droit de J'eau 37. The Interrelationship between climate cha nge and the 'Itloral IS also 
recognised. For a definition 01 each of these pnnciples refer 10 2.3.1. 

613 As discussed In 2.3 ' . 
6 14 illS not the purpose of this study to perform a comprehensive analYSIS of such principles and 

their legal effectiveness. For more Information, refer to Neuray Principes de droit de 
/'environnement and Bonnel Le principe Juridique ecnt et Ie droit de i'envlronnemenl. 

615 As specIfied In Art L211 -2 ollhe Code de /'envlronnemen/. 
616 This IS ahgned with the WFO, as analysed in 4.2. This IS a critical difference from the South 

Afr ican approaCh. Refer to 5.2 for further Information on the South Afncan regulatory scope 01 
water law. 

6 17 It also regulates some marine acllvilies which might pollute marine waters. Art L218-1 to 
L218-86 of the Code de "envlronncment. 

618 Mainly in terms of L 21 I -2 and An L21 1-2 of the Code de I'env/ronnemenl. 
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following matters : water quality norms/objectives: the management of water uses: 

the management of water pollution: prolection and conservation measures; products 

regulation; activities control and enforcement measures."" The law also implements 

sectoral regulatory instruments and measures to manage pollution from specific 

sources including dangerous substances, "'0 urban effluents, '" sludge treatments and 

use,'" agriculture,"" oil,'" lubricants,"" detergents, '"' nitrates,'" and specific listed 

activities. 6
<'6 

The geographical scope of the law aimed at protecting the littoral is not clearly 

defined, The littoral is not defined in the law itself,'" but by interpreting the scope of 

the Act it is understood that the littoral includes the land of all municipalities which 

are in contact with the littoral ,'''' which are referred to as coastal/Mtoral 

municipalities. '" ' However, it is important to note that the planning provisions of the 

Loi Littoral might also apply, in some specific cases as provided by the provisions of 

the Code de l'Urbanisme," " to municipalities neighbouring coastal/Littoral 

municipalities, Such cases refer to situations when neighbouring municipalities (non-

619 Art L 211 .1. L211.2, and L 211.3 o f the Code de I'environnement 
620 An R21 '-11 - 1 to A21' -11-3 01 the Code de /'environnemen l. 
621 Art R21' -22 to R211- 24 of the Code de I'environnemenf 
622 Art A211 -25 to R21'-53 of the Code de I'environnemenl. 
623 Mainly.n terms of Art R21'-75 to A21' -85 of the Code de I'environnement. 
624 Art R211 -60 to R211-62 of the Code de I'environnement. 
625 Art R21 ' -60 to R211-62 of the Code de J'environnement. 
626 Art R211-63 to R211-64 of the Code de I'environnement. 
627 Marnly in terms of Art A21'-75 to R21'-85 of the Code de I'envirorlnement. 
628 Mainly in terms of Art R214-1 to R214-60 of the Code de f'environnemellt , which is al igned 

with the EU envlronmentallegar framework , as analysed In 4.6. 
629 Frangoudes, Prat and Bailly Le cadre national des polifiques de gesliol1 des zones cotleres en 

France 43. 
630 The coastal/marine walers In terms of the Act include the sea, estuaries, tidal rivers, salt 

water, and natural or artificial lakes of more than 1000 hectares. It also Includes Ihe coastal 
and marine environment up to the limits 01 Ihe territOrial sea. 

631 lItloral/Coaslal municlpalrties are municipalities neighbouring th e seas and oceans (including 
public maritime space), salt wetlands, internal water bodies of a size greater than 1000 
hectares, estuaries, deltas, and municipalities localed below the sa il waler limit , which 
participate In the ecological and economiC mterests o f the coastal zone. In thiS context French 
law d iscrim inates between the sea and the ocean without providing a definition of either 
However II IS understood that thiS distinction would refer for example to the Mediterranean 
Sea and the Allantic Ocean . The final list of thi s last ca tegory of coastal municipalities IS 

deCided by deere! en conseil d'etat, Art L321-1 and L321 -2. It took more than 21 years to 
establ ish the lull list of such municipalities with the Decrer 2004-3 11 24 March 2004 and IUCN 
20 ans de !oi !iltora/10 . 

632 The Urban Development Code Art L 146-1 . 
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coastal) have "specific role(s) in the economic and ecological equilibrium of the 

neighbouring coastal municipality(s)". Such a provision seems to be aimed at 

facilitating integrated coastal management and sustainable development of the 

littoral , in respect of the interdependence of the two municipalities' economic and 

social dynamics. The inland geographical scope can be regarded as extensive, but it 

is still based mainly on administrative boundaries and not on boundaries determined 

using an ecosystem-based approach,m The sea-side boundaries are not clear, 

being based on an interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Code de 

I'environnemenl. It seems that they are limited by the limits of the territorial seas, 

excluding the French exclusive economic zone, as the Loi Littoral also aims to 

regulate specific land-based and maritime activities. '" 

The French regulatory scope associated with LBMP regulation is generally in 

accordance with international best practice."'" However, it is considered to be limited 

especially in terms of the regulatory scope of the provisions relating to French water 

law , which are limited to coastal waters and territorial waters." · The EEZ shou ld be 

included in the regulations , However, this situation might improve with the 

transposition of the MSFD.'3' 

3.3.3 Regulatory objectives 

In terms of Article 210-1 of the Code de I'Environnement, water belongs to the 

nation's collective "patrimony" and its protection, valorisation and development must 

be done in respect of the public interest. The concept of collective "pratimony" can 

be regarded as a derivative of the international principle of "common property","'" 

which refers primarily to areas beyond national jurisdiction in terms of international 

law and areas beyond private ownership in terms of national legislation, In the 

633 Frangoudes. Pral and Bailly Le cadre national des polltiques de gestlon des zones c6tieres en 
France 43. 

634 Mainly in terms of regulati on of navigation, ports, land-use and the use ot coastal public 
domain. Art L321-1 of the Code de I'envlronnement. 

635 As analysed in 2.3.2. 
636 Also see 2.3.2 for further analysis of the implications of such limila\lon in terms of LBMP 

regulation. 
637 Refer to 4.2.2 for a comprehensive legal analysis of the MSFD in terms of LBMP regulation. 
638 Birnie and Boyle International Law 141. 
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French context, the common "patrimony" needs to be managed and used in the 

public interest. The state is then responsible for managing this common property on 

behalf of the nation. The state acts as the trustee, a situation which is similar to the 

approach adopted in South Africa environmental law, especially the NWA, where the 

state is designated as the trustee 01 the national water resource. '" The overall aim of 

water-related legislation in France is to ensure a sustainable and equilibree'" 

management 01 water resources. The objectives of the Act are enunciated in Article 

211-1 of the Code de I'Environnemenl and include, among others:'" 

• To conserve aquatic ecosystems, siles'~' and wellands ; 

• To protect water resource; 

• To control pollution ;'" 

• To restore water quality ; 

• To develop, mobilise and create water-resource protection ; 

• To valorise water resources as an economic resource; 

• To promote the sustainable use of water resources ; 

• To protect sensitive and unique land/spaces/places; 

• To maintain ecological equilibrium; 

• To manage the use of land/space ;'" and 

• To promote and facilitate access to the sea shore. 

LEMA affords great importance and priority to the management and preservation of 

wetlands, which management is legally qualified as a matter of public interest. '" 

Through the various provisions of the law, the importance of wetlands (mainly from 

639 Refer to 5.3.1.1 for funh er information about the approach to the public trust doctnne in terms 
of South African environmental law. 

640 There is no literal English translation for thiS term. Such a concept relates \0 the pnnciples 01 : 
equity, fai rne ss and eqUilibrium in water management and use. 

641 Art L 21 1 -1 of the Code de I'environnement. 
642 The nOllon 01 a site refers to the aesthetiC value of an area/location, and II IS currcnlly 

assimilated \0 the concept of landscape. II also refers to the visual appearance at an 
ecosystem , Aoml Droit et administration de I'environnement 5 16. 

643 Resulling from discharges, eHluents, run ~off. the dIrect or Indirect disposal of substances or 
any olhers matter which might degrade or aggravate the degradation of water. 

644 Especially in terms of tourism development and urbanisation . 
645 Art L 211 - 1 -1 of the Code de J'envlronneme nt. 
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an ecological perspective) is legally recognised and addressed. Another 

characteristic of French water law is the legal recognition of the economic and 

financial value of water resources,"" recognising water as an environmental good 

and service. The statute also recognises the interrelationships between water 

resources and climate change ," " 

The Lo; Littoral is aimed at conserving and protecting the Littoral. The Lo; Littoral 

determines the conditions of use of terrestrial and maritime spaces, and inland 

water."" The aim is to provide legislative and administrative instruments and 

structures to ensure the proteclion and sustainable and improved development of the 

littoral. The regulatory objectives encompass protection of biological and ecological 

balances and the safeguarding of the natural sites and landscapes and the cultural 

and natural inheritance of the lilloral.'" It also strives to manage sustainable 

development of the economic activities dependent on their proximity with 

coastal/marine waters. '" It strives to facifitate the implementation of research 

projects and innovation relating to the particularities and the resources of the lilloral. 

The law provides for the regulation of urban development, town planning and 

activities taking pface on the littoral, including the use of water, beach management 

and the use of maritime public space.'" The Lo; Littoral atso provides for co

operative governance belween central government and municipalities as well as 

between municipalities. The Lo; Littoral is aimed at managing equilibrium between 

economic development and environmental protection. Previously , the law dealing 

wilh the littoral was based on Ihe Plan d'occupat;on des sols - POS - (the land 

occupation plan), a land planning instrument, which meanl that the shoreline was 

only a part of the land, wilhout taking into account the maritime side" " The Lo; 

Littoral is regarded as an essential legal development in French law in terms of 

---- --- ----

646 Romi Droit et administration de /'env/ron nement 516. 
647 Art l 211.11 of the Code de f'environnement. 
648 Art L 321 -2 of the Code de I'environnement. 
649 Art L 321 . ' of the Code de /'envirollllement 
650 Including harbours, tourism , fishing, maritime transport , and marine cu lture. Art L 321.1 of the 

Code de /'environnement, 
651 An L 321-3 10 L 32 1-7 of the Code de /'env/ronnement. 
652 Frangoudes, Pral and Bailly Le cadre national des polltiques de gestlOn des zones co/ieres en 

France 6. 
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coastal management." " The regulatory objectives encompassed in French 

environmental law, as analysed above in terms of water resources and law, address 

pollution management, environmental protection, human health protection and the 

management of marine and coastal natural resources uses. Such objectives are 

aligned with internal best practice related to LBMP regulations demonstrated and 

analysed in Chapter 2." '" 

3.4 Main direct regulatory instruments 

This section conducts a legal analysis of the main and most relevant direct 

instruments which are provided by French law for the regulation of LBMP, 

specifically the Code de I'environnement and its provisions in terms of water law, and 

the Loi Littoral. 

3.4.1 Regulatory instruments based on the resource-directed approach 

Most of the key regulatory instruments based on the resource-directed approach'" 

provided by the French regulatory framework pertaining to LBMP regulation are a 

direct transposition 01 the ones provided by EU environmental law, mainly the 

WFD,' ''' including its water quality objectives, the determination of good 

environmental status, and its environmental standards. A Schema Directeur 

d'amenagement et gestion de I'eau (SDAGE),'" which is an important French 

regulalory instrument, should set the environmental objectives and potentially the 

environmental standards lor river basins.'" In terms 01 the resource-directed 

approach , it is important to note that the Code de I'environnement recognises the 

653 Frangoudes, Prat and Bailly Le cadre national des pofltlques de ges t/on des zones coticres en 
France 6. 

654 The regulatory objectives should include pollut ion management, env ironmental protection, 
human health protection and the managem ent 01 the use 01 manne and coastal natural 
resources. The ultimate goal of LBMP regulation may be regarded as the "reconcilia tion of 
development pressures with protection objectives". Th e management and regulation of the 
"leg itimate and designated uses" o f the marine coas tal and manne environment IS therefore 
gOing 10 be paramount to the effec tive regulallon of LBMP. For further Information refer to 
2.3.3. 

655 As analysed in 2 .3 .4. 
656 Art l 2 11-4 and L 211-2 of the Code de /'environnement. Refer 10 4.3.1 .1 for the legal analYSIS 

o f these Instruments. 
657 See 3.6.3 of th is study for furth er information on SOAGE. 
658 Art L 21 t -4 an d L 211-2 of the Code de l'el1vironne ment. 
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economic and financial value of the waler resources, recognising water as an 

economic asset,'" which is an important element in any water protection regime. " " 

3.4.2 Regulatory instruments based on the sources-directed approach 

3.4.2.1 General requirements in terms of French water law 

The Code de /'environnement prescribes that the general requirements for water 

management can be determined by a decision of the Conseil d'Etat (Council of state) 

relating to the following matters which are relevant in the context of the sources

directed approach:'" waler pollution management; protection and conseNation 

measures; the regulation of products ; and the control of activities.'" The measures 

aimed at the preseNationiprotection of the quality of water and ecosystems are the 

most relevant in the context of the source-directed approach, as they might relate to 

the control and regulation , proactive or reactive, of agriculture-related pollulion, 

effluents, other pollulion, and the re storation of water quality. Preventive measures 

might also be implemented under this category. The maintenance-related measures 

concern all owners of land next to a water resource, who have a general obligation of 

regular maintenance of such water resources," '" which includes taking reasonable 

measures to maintain their good ecological status. Most of these will be sources

directed measures.'" 

3.4.2.2 Instruments prescribed by the basin distriC/'s programme of measures 

The Code de I'environnement" " requires the development and implementation of a 

"Programme de Measures" (programme de measures) for each district river basin as 

659 Art L 211.1 of the Code de \'environnemenl and Roml DroIt et admllllstration de 
/'envirOllnemen t 516. 

660 Refer to 1.1 and 2.2 for further Information on thi s mailer in terms of in ternalional best 
practice, especia lly In terms ollhe value or the marine and coastal ecosystem. 

661 Art L 211.1 , L 211 .2, and L 211 .3 of the Code de l'enVifonnement. 
662 Activity conlrol might Involve Inst ruments based on the sources-directed approach and 

planning management. 
663 ThiS obligation can be compared With a duty of care for landowners 10 maintain water 

resource s. See 5.5.1 for furthe r information on the various dul les of care implemented In 
South African law. 

664 Art L 215-14 of the Code de I'environnement. 
665 Art L 212-1 of the Code de I'environneme nt. 
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a component of a Schema Directeur d'amenagement et gestion de /'eau (SDAGE), 

which is one of the key French planning instruments in terms of water management 

and LBMP regulation. Such a programme is similar to the programme of measures 

prescribed by the WFD. "'" A programme of measures combines different categori es 

of direct instruments and it can consequently be categorised as a "combined" direct 

regutatory instrument. However, a programme of measures prescribes various 

sources-directed instruments to achieve the objectives set out in a SDAGE .6&"' A 

programme of measures contains two main types of "measures" (which in the 

context of this research may be qu alified as regulatory instruments) , namely 

fundam ental/basic and supptementary/complementary measures. Fundamental/ 

basic measures are measures which have to be taken in terms of EU water faw ,"" 

especially sectoral EU Directives in terms of water management and water pollution 

management, i.e. nitrates and urban waste water/GO which will require a regulatory 

instrument based on the sources-directed approach. &;0 Supplementary/complemen

tary measures are determined and customised to the characteri stics and situation of 

each river basin, and each programme will be different for each basin district, in 

accordance with local circumstances and priorities. 

3.4.2.3 Management of pollution from specific products and substances 

French water law, as prescribed in the Code de i'environnement, contains sectorat 

regulatory instruments and measures to manage the impacts on water resources 

from specific products, activities and sectors, including dangerous substances,''' 

eHluentS,l>72 sludge treatments and use/"') agriculture,fi74 oil, Gl~ lubricants,lj76 

666 Refer to 4.3.1 .2 of th iS study for furth er tnformatlon on th e programme of measure prescribed 
by WFO 

667 Drobenko DrOIt de I'eau 121. 
668 As analysed In Chapter 4. 
669 As analysed In Chapter 4. 
670 Refer 10 Chapter 4 for further information about such Directives and their associated 

regula10ry Instrume nts, especially those related to the sources-directed approach. 
67 1 Art R211 -11-' 10 R2 11-11 ·3 of the Code de /'environn ement. 
672 Art R2 11-22 to R2 11-24 of Ihe Code de I'environnement. 
673 Art R2 11-25 to A211-45 at the Code de I'environnement. 
674 Art A2 11-48 to A211 -53 and Art 0 2 11-54 to 0211 -59 at the Code de I'en vironnement. 
675 Art A211-60 to R2 11 -62 of the Code de I'environnement. 
676 Art R211-60 to R211 -62 of the Code de I'environnement. 
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detergents,'" fertilisers and nitrates, "'" and listed activities. Such instruments and 

measures include prohibition; use and/or sale restrictions; specific technical 

requirements'" (proactive and reactive); and the regulation of activities (specific 

standards/criteria)."·' For example, specific measures are required to prevent 

euthrophication and sediment managemenl." " The Code also enables the regulation 

of the sale and distribution of products and equipment which might affect water 

quality. "" The regulation of sludge management and the use of sludge are also 

important matters regulated by the Code."'''' Effluent management is also addressed 

in the Code in a series of instruments based on the sources-directed approach ."" 

The Code also prescribes specific measures for run-off or leach management from 

the use of sludge for agriculture;'~5 other direct or indirect discharges (effluents, 

through run-off or stormwater);6" and the prohibition of the sale of detergents with 

phosphates. This approach seems to enable a focused regulatory approach for the 

management of specific sources of pollution. 

Another important instrument in this context is the National Programme of Action 

regarding Water Pollution from Certain Dangerous Substances (Programme national 

d'action contre la pollution des milieux aquatiques par cel1aines substances 

dangereuses) which is aimed at preventing, minimising, and eliminating water 

pollution from such substances""' In the context of this study and as per the 

categorisation of regulatory instruments determined in Chapter 2, this Programme 

can be categorised as a "combined" direct regulatory instrument,'" as it combines 

different direct instruments. It could also be quali fied as an integrated regulatory 

677 Art R21 ' -63 to A211-64 of the Code de /'envlronnement. 
678 Art R211 -75 to R211-85 of the Code de "envlrO/lnement. 
679 For example, R211.51 of the Code de f'envlfollne ment: technical requirements for sludge use. 
680 For further Information see Melqulot Memento de la regfementatlon env/ronnemefltale 

franqaise 80-85 . 
681 Art L 215-15 of the Code de /'envlronnemenl. 
682 As part of general requirements, in terms of L 211-2 of the Code de I'environnemenl. 
683 Art R211 .2S and others of the Code de I'envlronnement 
684 For example. In terms of Art A211-48 of the Code de fenvironnernentthe discharge of effluent 

from agricullural sources is forb idden, and In terms of 0211 .55 01 the Code de 
/'enVironnemen t strict control of the eHluent derived from catlle IS prescribed. 

685 Art R211 .25 and others of the Code de "envlronnement. 
686 Art R211.60 and others. 
687 In terms of Art R2 11 -11 - 1 and the succeedmg articles of the Code de /'envlronnement. 
688 Refer to 3.4.4 . 
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instrument as it combines direct and indirect regulatory instruments. As a sources

directed instrument the Programme prescribes a list of substances in accordance 

with the substances identified in terms of the WFD, which list determines the scope 

of the Programme.'" Water quality standards (concentration limits) are determined 

for each listed substance. The water use authorisations (especially in terms of 

discharges into a water resource) have to take such standards into consideration. 

Chemical products are also controlled in terms of the Code de l'el1vironnement. A 

declaration is required for any new substances to enter the market, specific 

obligations are imposed on producers, distributors and users. The distribution of 

biocide products is also controlled.'" 

Some sectoral legislation related to mining, the extraction of natural resources, 

nuclear activities and waste-water treatment facilities also prescribes specific 

requirements which assist water pollution management from such sources.'" The 

689 Refer 10 4 .3. 1 2(d). 
690 Such provisions are a direct application of REACH. As prevIOusly slaled. REACH is a 

European regulation on chemicals and their safe use (EC 1907/2006). It deals with the 
Registration, Evaluation, AuthOrisation and Restricllon of Chemical substances. The new law 
entered inlo force on 1 June 2007. tn terms of REACH, "all manufacturers and importers of 
chemicals must idenllfy and manage risks linked to the substances they manufacture and 
market. For substances produced or Imported In quantilies 01 1 lonne or more per year per 
company, manufactUrers and importers need to demonstrate that they have appropriately 
done so by means of 8. registration dossier, which shall be submitted to the Agency. Once the 
registration dOSSier has been received, the Agency may check that It is compliant with the 
Regulallon and shall evaluate testing proposals to ensure that the assessment of the 
chemica l substances Will nol result In unnecessary tesllng. espeCially on animals. Where 
appropriate. authOrities may also select substances for a broader substance evaluation to 
funher investigate substances of concern. REACH also foresees an authorisation system 
aiming to ensure that substances of very high concern are adequately controlled. and 
progressively substituted by safer substances or technologies or only used where there IS an 
overall benefit for society of using the substance . These substances will be pnontlsed and 
over time included In Annex XIV. Once they are included, industry Will have to submit 
applications to the Ag ency on authOrisation lor conllnued use o f Ihese substances. In 
addition, EU authorities may impose restrictions on the manufacture . use or placing on the 
market of substances causing an unacceptable fisk to human health or the environment. 
MQnufacturers and impor1ers must prOVide their downstream use rs With the risk Information 
they need to use the substance safely. ThiS Will be done via the classification and labelling 
system and Safely Data Sheets (50S), where needed" . For funher information see ECHA 
2010 hIlO:I/guldance.echa.europa.e u/about reach en.htm. and European Commission. 
REACH In Bne' 2007 which can be found on Europa 2007 htlp://ec.europa eu/envlronment! 
chemlcals/reach/pdf/2007 02 reach in brie f. pdf. 

691 For further informallon consult Orobenko DrOI/ de /'eau 159 and 3.B. 
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Code de /'environnemenf" also prescribes the development of a programme lor the 

management of water pollution lrom nitrates" '" This programme implements the 

provisions of the WFD. '" 

3.4.3 Regulatory instruments based on planning management 

This section outlines and analyses some 01 the key regulatory instruments based on 

planning management in terms 01 LBMP regulation in France, and encompasses an 

analysis of the following key planning instruments: Schema de mise en valeur de la 

Mer,o'" which strives to manage marine and coastal water use,'·' the implementation 

of coastal zone management in France, the implementation of the basin districts 

management approach , zoning, property strategy for the conservation 01 the littoral , 

and traditional planning instruments. 

The Installalions classees'" and the water nomenclature" '~ are types 01 EIAs"" and 

they can therefore be regarded as activity management-related planning 

instruments.;co However, they are more comprehensive as they incorporate other 

categories 01 regulatory instruments based on the sources-directed approach. They 

are qualified in the context of this study as "integrated" regulalory instruments as 

they integrate direct and indirect regulatory instruments and they are separately 

analysed in 3.6.'" The SDAGE and ScMmas d'amenagement et de gestion de 

I'eau'" (SAGE) are generally regarded as key water planning management 

instruments in France. However, SDAGE and SAGE can be qualified as "integrated 

regulatory instruments" in terms of the categorisation of regulatory instruments used 

in this study, as they integrate a diversity 01 direct and indirect regulatory instruments 

into a single conSOlidated regulatory instrument. In this context, they are not 

692 Art R211-80 and L 214.4 of the Code de I'environnement 
693 Reier 10 3.8.2. 
694 Re fer to 4 .6.3 for further information on thiS matter. 
695 Valorlsalion scheme (or the sea. 
696 Scheme for the Improvement of the sea. 
697 listed/classified installations. 
698 See 3.6. 
699 Refer 10 2.3 .4 . I (d). 
700 Refer 10 2.3.4 .1 
701 Their analysis IS not repealed here. 
702 Scheme for water management. 
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regarded as instruments based only on the planning management approach, and 

they are therefore analysed in a separate section. <03 

3.4.3.1 Coastal zone management 

It is important to note that in terms of French law, and more specifically the 

provisions of the Code de I'environnement, there is no direct reference to the 

concept of integrated coastal management as such.'" However, the Loi Littoral is 

generally regarded as the statute which sets out the principles and instruments of a 

regulatory and management system similar to integrated coastal zone/area 

management in France. 'os In this context, the littoral is assimilated to the French 

coastal zone/area. "~ Article L 321-1 01 the Code de I'environnement recognises the 

specific characteristics of the coastal zone and acknowledges the need for a 

customised management framework for its protection, improvement and sustainable 

development, including its sustainable use. The protection of the littoral is recognised 

as a matter of public interest.'" One of the most relevant regulatory objectives'" in 

this context is the protection of ecological and biological equilibrium, erosion 

prevention and management, and the sustainable development of economic 

activities dependent on the littoral (including tourism, agriculture, marine aquaculture, 

and industries). French environmental law regulates the littoral protection (especially 

the maintenance of its natural state and the maintenance of its ecological 

equilibrium), coastal and maritime activities, the ownership and use of buildings and 

land on the littoral , and the development and planning of the littoral. The Loi Littoral 

prescribes the following planning principles for coastal zone development, which are 

applicable mainly to municipalities located in the littoral: "" 

703 Refer to 3.6. 
704 Or Integrated coastal zone/area management. 
705 Frangoudes, Prat and Baill y Le cadre national des politiques de gestion des zones c6lieres en 

France 19. 
706 frangoudes, Prat and Bail ly Le cadre national des poJitiques de gestion des zones cotieres en 

France 19. 
707 Art L 321-1 ollhe Code de I'environnement. 
708 Refer to 2.3.3. 
709 Mainly Art L 146-2 and L 146-4 of the French urbanism code. For further Informallon refe r to 

Beeet Le droit de I'urbarl;sme littoral. 
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• The extension of urbanisation in continuation of existing urban space. 

• The integration of new urban space in the environment to avoid urban sprawl. 

• The limitation of urbanisation in close proximity of the sea. 

• The protection of green fields in the zone 100 metres inland from the high

water mark. prohibiting any construction in this zone with the exception of 

construction related to public services and/or economic activities requiring to 

be located close to the sea shore. 

• The protection of "significant"'" natural spaces, considering the importance of 

their landscapes and ecological interest. 

• A general prohibition on building roads and/or access roads closer than 2000 

meters to the sea shore, except in specific circumstances relating to specific 

topographic and urban constraints. 

• Free access to the sea-shore. 

The sustainable use, development and protection of the littoral has been a policy and 

regulatory priority in France since the late 1970s. Planning principles for coastat 

municipalities are set out in the Code de l'Urbanisme. '" In terms of the provisions of 

the Code the urbanisation of municipalities located on the littoral should take into 

consideration specific criteria to ensure sustainable coastal urban development. '" 

710 In French, Remarquable. 
711 Fo r further information refer to Becet La droit de I'urbanisme littoral; Prieu r and Merckelbagh 

La politique du littoral and Le Roy La /oi Littoral 
7 12 Such criteria include supporting th e capacity of the developed land to be developed in terms 

of the accommodation of a number of persons (taking into consideration the available 
accommodation and the capacity of the supporting services including sanitation); the 
protection of the littora l environme nt; the protection of the land and ecosyste ms which the 
littoral economic activities are relying on; and the condition of use of Ihe littoral environment 
by the general public. Art 1146.4 complements these initial criteria by adding new conditions 
applicable to the development of Ihe littoral including (with some prescribed exceptions) the 
demand thai urban development o( the littoral must be conducted In alignment With eXisting 
urban development to avoid urban sprawl , and development close to the sea shore needs 10 
be limited. Refe r to 3.4 .3. 1 for fUrl her information. 
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3.4.3.2 Basin districts' approach 

In compliance with the WFD ,'" French water law establishes basin districts as 

management units. '" Legislation prescribes that marine waters should when relevant 

be linked and attached to their respective basin districts.'" This is an attempt to 

adopt an ecosyslem-based approach, respecting the ecologic interdependence 

between fresh and marine waters in the regulatory approach regarding water 

management. Such an approach, as previously stated, is very important in LBMP 

regulation. '" The map below provides an overview of the different water 

management areas in France. 
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Map 1 Basin districts in France'" 

713 Refer to 4 .3 .1.3(b) for furth er information on the WFO regarding this matter and Orobenko 
Droit d o /'c au. 

714 This approach IS Similar to that involved In the catchment management area established 
under the South African legIslation. Refer to 5.3 .3.2(d) of this study for further informatIon on 
the South African regulatory approach on this matter. 

715 Art L.212 of the Code de /'envlronnement. 
7 16 See 2.3.4 . 
717 OIREN Ile-de·France 2010 http://www.ile-de·trance.ecologie .gouv. frlspip .php?rubrigue244 . 
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There are currenlly seven basin districts.'" The current French water law, in 

compliance with the WFD requirements, prescribes the establishment of 

management and planning "master" plans at the basin districl level (SDAGE'" must 

be developed and implemented)'''' and more detailed local programmes or 

management plans for a sub-basin district level , a specific sector, issue or type of 

water resource (SAGE)7" 

3.4.3.3 Schema de mise en valeur de la mer'" 

Schema de Mise en Valeur de la Mer des Communes Littoral'" is principally a 

zoning instrument and can be referred to as a coastal zoning scheme which aims at 

allocating different (sea and land based) zones of the littoral to specific users. ' " It is 

a single document for cohesive and integrated coastal management. A SMVM is 

defined as follows: "A SMVM covers a geographical and marine unit, with linked 

interests of concurrence or complementarity, in terms of protection, exploitalion and 

management of the shore".'25 It is one of the main French regulatory instruments to 

manage and determine the uses of Ihe coastal environment. The scheme organises 

and rationalises the use of the land and sea in Ihe specified zone. It atso assists in 

the management of the potential conflicts among uses by proposing potential 

management approaches to resolve these conflicts, in alignment with the 

requirements of sustainable development of the coastal zone.'" The main categories 

of users include industrial development, ports and harbour activities, marine 

718 There are only SIX management entities (Agences de /'eau) as the Corse and Rh6ne
Medilerranee Basins are managed by a single Agence de I'eau, they have their distinct 
SDAG Es for each basin. 

719 Master plans for water management and development. 
720 Refer 10 3.6 .3. 
721 Drobenko Droit de reau 80-83. 
722 Scheme for the improvementlvalorisation of the sea. 
723 It was created by a Law of 7 January 1983, and substantially modified by Art 235 of the Law 

of 23 February 2005 Relative aux development des territories ruraux . For furth er Information 
refer to Beeel and Le Morvan Le droit du littoral el de fa mer c6tiere; Mercke lbag h La pofitique 
du littoral. 

724 For funher information see Delegalion interministerie lle a I'amenagement et a la competitivite 
des territoires Si/an de la loi littoral and des mesures en faveur du /iNora/. 

725 Frangoudes, Prat and Bailly Le cadre national des politiques de gestion des zones celieres en 
France 32. 

726 Frangoudes, Pral and Bailly Le cadre national des politiques de gestion des zones colleres en 
France 32. 
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aquaculture, and tourism and leisure activities. '" It can also prescribe specific 

requirements for the protection and sustainable development of the littoral. The 

scope of the Scheme is a terrestrial and maritime unit having interrelated interests, 

which will benefit from a single, coherent planning approach. 

Its legal status is uncertain as it could be regarded as a regulation as well as a 

planning document.'" The adoption and development procedure of such a coastal 

scheme is decentralised and "deconcentrated", which gives more power to local 

government'''' and deconcentrated (local) organs of state and government, allowing a 

more focused and customised approach .'30 A scheme can be initiated by national 

government, but it will ultimately be adopted by local government. ' " A scheme can 

also be elaborated as part of a Schema de Coherence terriioriale (SCOT) ,732 which 

enables an integrated and coherent approach to the management of land-based and 

maritime activities, in accordance with the principle of integrated coastal zone 

management. '" Most local planning documents must comply with the provisions of a 

Schema de Mise en Valeur de la Mer. " , 

Such an instrument (a scheme) has the potential to assist the effective 

implementation of integrated coastal management and the sustainable use of marine 

and coastal resources in France, and ultimately to assist in the cohesive 

727 LOI 83-8 du 07 Janvier 1983 Loi relative a la repartition de competences entre les communes, 
les departements, fes regions et I'Etal Ministere de Ie Mer 2005 http://www.mergouv.fr/ 
IMG/pdf/texteconsolide24-02-0S 1 cle27ddab.pdf 1. 

728 Delegation interministerielle a "amenagement et a la competitivlte des lernta ires Btlan de la 
!of littoral 56. 

729 Including for example municipalities or departments. 
730 Frangoudes, Pra! and Bailly Le cadre national des poJitiques de gestfon des zones coti{}res en 

France 26-32 . 
731 Law of 7 January 1983, and substantially modified by Art 235 of the Law of 23 February 2005, 

Relative aux development des territories ruraux. 
732 Scheme for territorial coherence . At a regional and county level the most significant planning 

regime is that of the Schemas de coherence territoriale (SCOT) . The purpose of the SCOT IS 
to delineate the major spatial development priorities for the area under examinat ion over the 
medium to long-term. ThiS is a public participati on and cooperative governance process 
Involving the various levels of government in the region or th e department. The plan IS subject 
to a public enquiry but, once approved, is valid for a period of ten years. 

733 Senat Carrefour Local 2006 hltD:/lcarrefourlocal.senaUrlvie locale/cas oratigues!schemas 
mise valeur urbanisat/index.hlml. 

734 Frangoudes, Prat and Bailly Le cadre national des poJitiques de gestion des zones cotieres en 
France 26-32, 
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management and regulation of LBMP. To date, they have not been extensively used, 

but it is anticipated that their use might be extended following the 2005 amendment. 

The amendment has decentralised and deconcentrated to a greater extent the 

scheme's adoption and development process,''; enabling a more concerted local 

response and management. Since the amendment such schemes might be regarded 

as more relevant to local authorities and government. '" The Schemas de Mise en 

Valeur de la Mer are regarded today as the frame of reference for coastal 

management policies. '" 

3.4.3.4 Specific zoning instruments 

Zoning is a common regulatory instrument in France,"" and some specific zoning 

instruments are relevant in the context of LBMP regulation. The most relevant zoning 

tools in this context include: 

• The delimitation of "vulnerable zones", being zones which are affected by 

nitrates pollution from agriculture-related activities, as prescribed by EU law.'" 

• The delimitation of zone humides d'interet environnemental particulier " 

(wetlands with a particular environmental interest) in order to allocate to them 

a special level of protection. 

735 Modified by Art 235 de the Lai n'2005~ 157 du 23 fevrier 2005 relative au developpement des 
terri/aires ruraux. 

736 CEDRE 2006 http://www.ifremer.tr/lerlr/bases connaissance/mono lhau/thau/htmlsmvm . 
htm. 

737 Senat Carrefour Local 2006 http://carrefourlocal.senatfr/vie locale/cas pratlques/schemas 
mise valeur urbanisatl1ndex.html. 

738 For fu rther information about environment-related zoning instruments, refer to Morand-Deviller 
Droit de I'envlronnemenl 158-159 and Morand-Deviner DroIt de I'urbanisme 87-99 and 40-55. 

739 Drobenko Droit de /'eau 167. Two Iypes of zones can be identified, A zones (groundwater and 
inland surface waters with a concentrallon of nitrate supenor 10 50mg/l) and B zones (coastal. 
marine, estuari es and !Oland waters which are affected or vulnerable 10 eulhrophication, and 
which have a concentration of nitrate between 40 and 50 mg/l). For each zone, a programme 
of action needs to be developed to address the pollution or the risk thereof. Art R211-75 and 
following of the Code de /'environn ement. This is a direct implementation of the provision of 
the EU Nitrate Directive analysed in 4 .6.3 of this research. 

740 Art L21' -3 of the Code de /'environnement, which enables a speCific protection regime for 
such a zone, might assist in the management of LBMP impacts on such zones, especially 
considering that coastal wetlands are ecosystems vu lnerable to LaMP. 
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• Zones strategiques pour fa gestion de /'eau (strategic zone for water 

management) for which specific requirements, especially in terms of the use 

of water, might be established to protect the zones. '" 

• Zones soumises a des contraintes environnementafes (zone with specific 

environmental constraints). 

• Zones d'alertes '" (emergency zones), which are commonly established to 

manage pollution accidents and protect the environment at risk. 

• French water law also provides the possibility of establishing quality norms 

(environmental objectives) for specific zones of marine and coastal waters 

according to the requirements of the use of water and the valorisation of the 

biological resources in these zones."·' It provides for the regulation and/or 

prohibition of certain activities in these zones 10 preserve water quality in 

accordance with the established norms.'" 

In addition , zoning instruments related to biodiversity and sensitive areas 

management and protection can also assist in the protection of specific zones of Ihe 

French littoral zone. The most relevant include the designation of classified sites; '·" 

the designation of national parks; '''' Ihe designation of national, regional'" and other 

natural reserves ;'" the designation of sensitive environments and/or environments 

with a specific , recognised ecological interest;' " and the designation of marine 

natural reserves"c Such zones should assist in the regulation of LBMP by 

preventing or controlling activilies in such zones which could potentially be sources 

of LBMP. Moreover, the ecological objectives of such zones should assist in the 

management of the surrounding activities 10 ensure that they do not impact 

negatively on the protected zones. However, due to the limited scope of such zones 

741 Art L2 11-3 of the Code de I'environne ment. 
742 Art A2 11-66 of the Code de I'environnement. 
743 Art L 211-4 of the Gode de I'envirnnnement 
744 Orobenko D rOit de I'eau 121 . 
745 Art L341 - 1 and the fo llowing of Ihe Code de I'ellvirunnemenl. 
746 Art L331 -1 and the follOWing ollhe Code de I'environnement. 
747 Art L333-1 to L333-4 of the Code de J'environnement. 
748 Art L332-1 and the following of the Code de I'ell vironn eme nt 
749 Art L342- 1 of the Code de I'envlroflnement. 
750 Art L334-1 to L334-2 of the Code de I'env/ronneme nt for marine protected areas and Art 

L334-3 to L334-8 for natural manne parks. 
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and their specific regulatory objectives (protection and conservation), their relevancy 

for LBMP regulation is limited , especially geographically to the specific zones to be 

protected. '" 

3.4.3.5 Conservatoire des espaces du littoral et des rivages lacustres and its 

strategy 

The Conservatoire des espaces du littoral et des rivages lacus/res (the conservation 

organisation for the liUoral and the sea-shore),"" is an organ of state (a public 

establishment) which has been established to ensure the sustainable conservation 

and management of natural spaces and landscapes close to the liUoral and lakes as 

well as to maintain ecological equilibrium in such zones. '" In order to do so and in 

relation to the conservation of the coastal zone, the liUoral , this public establishment 

has a very particular approach and strategy which involves acquiring fragile orland 

degraded coastal land (through mutual consent, donation andlor expropriation) in 

order to restore it and ensure its sustainable management and conservation. The 

reslored land will Ihen be given in management to a municipality, another 

collectivites locale, or a non-governmental organisation, which will have to manage it 

(and its use) in the public interest and according 10 prescribed management 

objectives.'" The rationale behind this approach is that it seems more efficient to 

own a portion of the coastal zone to be able to manage and conserve it efficiently. 

The mandate of the Conservatoire du littoral et des rivages lacustres is to collaborate 

with municipalities and other local public agencies in developing a "property policy" 

which involves the purchase of strategic coastal land, as explained above, to ensure 

751 Including zones of speCIal protection (ZPS) Indlcaled In the framework of the application 0 1 !he 
EU Birds Directive and the proposals for $Ites of community inlerest (pSIC), future speCial 
zones of conservation of the Habitats Directive; the natural reserve regional (PNR) : les sites 
classes et inscrits (claSSified sites) ; les pares natlOnaux (nalional parks). les reserves 
naturefles et les reserves naturelles nationales de Corse e t regionales (nalural re se rves): les 
reserve s biologiques (orestieres OU domaniales (biological forest reserves). futu{ pares 
naturels marins issus de la /01 du 14 avnJ 2006 (natura! marine parks) . 

752 It IS an organ of state created by the Loi LIttoral which has the mandate and the power to 
acquire nnd develop coastal Innd for the protection and sustainable development of the 
IIlIoral. 

753 For a complete analYSIS of the Conservalolre du IIlIoral el des rlvage s Jacustres, refe r to 
Merckelbagh La paM/que du littoral sous fa Ve republique 246-254. 

754 Art L 322.1 and the following of the Code de J'environnement 
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the protection and ecological equilibrium of the littoral, natural sites and landscapes 

in the coastal zone."'" The Conservatoire can also propose measures to regulate 

construction in certain parts of the coastal zone and close to the public maritime 

domain in order to protect the coastal zone.''''' This strategic approach, even if not 

directly aimed at LBMP, can facilitate LBMP regulation and/or facilitate the protection 

of specific areas in the coastal zone from the impacts of LBMP. 

3.4.3.6 Traditional planning instruments and the coastal marine environment 

In addition to the 'specific' planning instruments analysed above, some traditional 

planning instruments are also relevant in terms of coastal zone management and, 

indirectly, LBMP regulation. '" This section provides an overview of such instruments. 

tn terms of French law, the chief term used in the context of common planning stricto 

sensu is urbanisation (urban development). which refers to land use and planning, 

including residential development, industrial and agricultural development. tourism 

requirements in terms of land use. and other land uses.'50 Various "traditional" 

planning instruments are encompassed in the French Code de /'urbanisme. It is 

important to note that the traditional French planning instruments are not aimed at 

managing pollution from urbanisation in the littoral per se. However, in the decision

making process they do take into consideration the possible pressures and impacts 

(which might include LBMP of the coastal and marine environment) from the related 

land uses on the littoral. ,," Only the main planning instruments are mentioned in this 

section. They are not analysed in detait as their primary function is not to manage 

the pollution of coastal/marine waters. However, it seems important to mention them 

in this context, as they can assist in the proactive management of some of the main 

sources of LBMP located in the littoral. Traditional French urbanisation instruments 

which can ass ist in the regulation of LBMP include: 

755 For furth er Informat ion about the conservatoire refer to Legraln Le conserva loire du lilloral 
756 Art L L322. 1 to L 322- 10-7 of the Code de I'environne ment. 
757 For fur1hcr Information about French planning/urbanisation law. refer to Morand-Devilier Droit 

de I'urbanisme; Beeel Le droit de f'urbanisme littoral ; Orobenko Droit de I'urbanism e; 
Davignon Droit de J'urbamsme ; Bonichol Droit de I'urbanisme. 

758 Sim a! Carrefour Loca! 2006 http: //carrefourlocal.senat.frN le loca le/cas pratlgu es/schemas 
mise valeur urbanisalllndex.htmi. 

759 Mes nard 2009 http://ver tlgo.revues.orq/index8226.hlml . 
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• The Plan local d'urbanisme"~ (the PLU - the locat urbanisation ptan).'" It is 

the main traditionat planning instrument for a municipality. It is a planning 

document with a medium-term timeframe, to manage and plan land 

use/urbanisation. One of the main attributes of a PLU is the possibility to 

designate zones which cannot be developed and/or where development is 

strictly limited. Such zones can be used to protect a zone of the littoral from 

specific pressures related to development, including LBMP. However, the 

PLU can be amended to modify such zones (either to increase or reduce their 

size) and consequently it is argued ;~' that a PLU does not guarantee 

protection of the littoral , as economic pressures could lead a municipality to 

authorise development in a zone where const ruction was previously not 

allowed, by amending the PLU. 

• The Schema de Coherence territoriale (the SeT - the scheme for territorial 

coherence)'" is an integrated planning instrument which presents a 

sustainable development and planning plan/project for a community or group 

of communities, ;c, taking into consideration economic, demographic, 

environmental , agricultural, social, housing, transport , equipment and service 

requirements, including future requirements. Such schemes can relate to one 

or more littoral communities and they can also contain a specific chapter 

containing a Schema de mise en valeure de la mer. "," 

• Directives territorial d'amenagement, ;'*' which might prescribe specific 

conditions related to coastal zone development and facilitate integrated 

coastal zone management. 7
r.] 

760 Art L 123-1 a/ the French urbanisation code. 
761 Which replaced the Plan d'occupal1on des sols, lor Sohdante e\ Aenouvel lement Urbarns 

(S R.U) . du 13 decembre 2000. 
762 Frangoudes, Prat and Bailly Le cadre national des poliliques do gcstion des zones c6ti6res en 

France. The argument refers to the Plan d'occupatlon des sols, but It can also apply 10 the 
PLU. 

763 Art L 122-1 to L 122-19 of the French urbanisation code. 
764 Communes. 
765 Art L 122-1 of the Frenc h urbanisalion code. 
766 Art L 111-1-1 f the French urbanisation code. 
767 Mesnard L'approche straleglque franr;alse des Instruments de la gestion mtegree des Zones 

COlfereS. 
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It is important to note that the SeT and PLU traditionally applied only to land use. 

However, through courts ' interpretation it is admitted that the "territory" of the littoral 

municipalilies extends up to the limit of the territorial sea, which means that the 

scope of these documents might also include the development of maritime activities 

and uses within the limits of the lerritorial seas. "" 

3.4.4 Combined direct instruments 

The combined direct regulatory instruments are a combination/mix of various 

categories of direct instruments, including inslruments based on the resources, 

sources and planning management-directed approaches. In the context of this study, 

they are classified as combined direct regulatory instruments. As previously stated, 

SDAGE and SAGE could be described as combined direct regulatory instruments. 

However, as they include indirect regulatory instruments as ecosyslem assessments 

or monitoring programmes, they are described in the context of this study as 

integrated regulatory instruments. The National Programme of Action against Water 

Pollution from Dangerous Substances (Programme national d'action contre la 

pollution des milieux aquatiques par certaines substances dangereuses) '" can be 

generally described as a "combined" direct regulatory instrument as it combines 

different direct instruments. It can also be described as an integrated regulatory 

inst rum ent as it also combines direct and indirect regulatory instruments. 

3.5 Main indirect regulatory instruments 

This section aims to provide a legal analysis of the key indirect regulatory 

instruments in terms of LBMP regulation prescribed by French environmental law, 

the chief of which are ecosystem assessment, information management, monitoring, 

financial management, effectiveness assessment, compliance and enforcement. 

768 Frangoudes, Pral and Bailly Le cadre national des politiques de gestlon des zones c6/leres en 
France 12. 

769 As analysed above In 3.4.2 .3. 
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3.5.1 Ecological assessment and information management 

In 2004 a comprehensive (ini tial) ecological assessment, "etat des /ieux", was 

conducted for each river basin in France.'70 Those assessments are updated 

regularly using data collected through monitoring programmes.'" The Loi Littoral 

promotes the development of research and innovation related to the coastal zone. 

The research fields include integrated coastal zone management and its uses; the 

uses of coastal and marine resources; the monitoring and improvement 01 water 

quality and ecosystems integrity ; the protection of the coastal zone; the security of 

maritime navigation and operations; the treatment and prevention of pollution; 

adaptation to global change; coastal erosion management; coastal economic 

activities management ; coastal tourism management ; the development of marine 

renewable energy; and coastal and marine sediments management. '" As a result, 

specific research and technical groups have been established and have become 

internationally renowned for their expertise regarding coastal zone-related issues. '" 

In this context, France has also developed a series of monitoring programmes and 

data management platforms, especially in terms of the requirements of the MFD and 

the MSFD.'" Some monitoring programmes are national, some regional, '" and some 

specific to a bay or a specific ecosystem, in terms of a SAGE, for example. There is 

a set of specialised monitoring instruments regarding specific pollutants (nitrates) or 

770 Art R212-22 to R212-24 of the Code de I'environnemen(. such an approach is in compliance 
with the requirements of the WFD, refer to 4.3.2.1. 

77 1 Art R212-22 a R212-24 of the Code de I'environnement such an approach is In co mpliance 
with the requirements of the WFO, refer to 4.3.2.1 and 4 .3.2.3. 

772 Art L321-1 of the Code de I'environnement. 
773 For example, the Cenlre de Documentation, de Recherche et d'Experimentations sur les 

polluUons accidentelles des eaux - the Centre for documentation, research and 
experimentation on accidental waler pollution- (CEDRE) htlp:/Iwww.cedre.fr/i ndex-en.php. 
and the Institut fram:;ais de recherche pour I'exploitation de la mer - the French Research 
Insti tute for Exploitation of the Sea - (IF REMER) http: //www.i1remer.fr/francais/lndex.ph p. 

774 Such programmes include, fo r example, RNO (Reseau National d'ObservaJion de la qua/ite 
du milieu marin, National momtoring network or the quality of the marine environment) which 
became AOCCH (Reseau d'Observation de la Contammatton Chimique du milieu marin, 
national monitoring network for the c hemical contamination of the marine environment) . 

775 Refer to 4.3.2.3 for fu rther information about EU monitoring programmes and data 
management. 
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marine water pollution from specific activities (agriculture or mining). '" Most of the 

programmes are managed, directed, supervised or funded by the government. The 

indirect regulatory instruments per1aining to ecosystem assessment, information 

management, and monitoring are regarded as comprehensive, and most of them are 

aligned with international best praclice. '" However, the lack of a comprehensive and 

integrated national evaluation and monitoring system for the quatity of littoral and 

marine waters can be considered a potential limitation to the effective regulation of 

LBMP. The monitoring programmes can be regarded as fragmented , a fact which is 

not conducive to an integrated and holistic national monitoring programme and 

response in terms of LBMP, The lack of coordination and centralisation of monitoring 

programmes can make information management more difficult and ultimatety impact 

negatively on public decision making in terms of LBMP. This fragmented situation 

might also lead to geographical disparities in monitoring practices between basins 

and/or municipalities. The lack of a national monitoring programme and consolidated 

data might reduce the effectiveness of the response by national government to the 

issue of LBMP due to the lack of data to inform decision making. However, such a 

situation might be addressed with the transposition of the MSFD and its associated 

provisions in this context, which should consolidate monitoring efforts for the coastal 

environment. 77B 

776 Dronenko Droit de J'eau 55. For fur ther information on the ecological assessment-related 
Instruments and monltonng programmes in the French context, refer to Ifremer 2009 
http://www .• fram er fr/fran calsflnde x php_ 

777 As preViously indicated in Chapter 2, international best practice suggests the need to co nduct 
an IOltlal assessment of the ecological status of the coa stal and marine environment, which 
should evaluate th e conditions and features of the coastal and marine environment (the 
physical, biological and chemical characteristics). In accordance with international best 
practice, Information management IS an essential component of the regulatory framework to 
manage LBMP International practice in thiS context relates to the types of Information 10 be 
collected, the rormat. acceSSibility and communication of such information, and the reporting 
obligation. I nlernallon al best practice proVides valuable gUidance on the types of mformatlon 
to be collected through monitorrng programmes, including dalalinlormatlon on resources 10 be 
protected (i e. : the assessment of ecological status), the quantities of pnorlty substances 
diSCharged (inputs); the authorrsations, permissions and environmental Impact assessments 
a nd audits applicable ; legal and regulatory measures, action plans, programmes and other 
sleps laken for the regulalion of LBMP; and results achieved in the prevenlion, control, 
reduction or elimination as approprrate of any hot spots In the territory . For furth er Information 
refer to 2.3.6.1 . 

778 Refer to 4.3.2. 
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3.5.2 Financial management 

France has developed various financial management instruments in terms of water 

management which are relevant for LBMP regulation.'" Financial management 

instruments have various administrative and regulatory sources and levels of 

application (national. regional and local)."'" Under the influence of EU Law. French 

financial management instruments strive to be aligned with the principles of 

integrated environmental costs, the recovery of costs and the polluter-pays 

principle. 781 

Financial planning takes place at the national, regional, departmental and municipal 

level. The various integrated instruments (SDAGE, SAGE, contrats de baie and 

others) have specific provisions in terms of financial planning.'" The gemes 

programmes d'intervention des agences de /'eau (2007-2012) (9 th programme of 

intervention of the water agencies) also encompasses specific information in terms 

of financial planning and provisions related to water management. In terms of 

financial provision, the three main sources of finance are EU funding,'" national 

funding'" and users'/polluters' contributions. Regarding national financial funding,,,e 

the instruments are multiple, emanating from various ministries. In terms of financial 

provisions from the national state to col/ectivites territoria/es, two main types of 

instruments exist: dotations g/oba/es d'equipement and financements 

contractua/ises."e Specific national funds also exist.'" The Col/ectivites territoriaies 

779 Art R213-48-1 to R213-48-15 or the Code de f' environnement. 
780 Dronenko Droit de I'eau 252. 
781 Dronenko Droit de I'eau 252. 
782 See 3.5.2 for further Information. 
783 For example from the European programmes for the environment, specific loans, the LIFE 

programme, and financial provisions from European structural programmes (I.e.: agriculture). 
Dronenko Droit de I'eau 250. 

784 Dronenko Droit de I'eau 252. 
785 The 2008 budget of the MEEDDM was 20 milliards of Euros. However, the average annual 

budget of the MEEDDM has orten been regarded as too limited to ensure efficiency In terms 
of the wide range of Its mission, 

786 Global finance allocation for equipment, which relates to finance aliocations 10 departments, 
municipalities or groups of municipalities for specific infrastructural development (mainly 
related to water services In terms of the municipalities). Contractual financing for specific 
programmes or contracts, for example, relating to nitrate pollution from agricultural activities 
(programme de maitrise des pollutions d'origines agricoles) or contrats de baie, Dronenko 
Droit de I'eau 252. 
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(mainly regions and departments) also have their own instruments in terms of 

financial provisions. "" The agences de I'eau (water agencies) have specific 

mechanisms in terms of financial provisions. The nature, scope and functioning of 

some financial instruments related to the agences de I'eau are to some extent 

prescribed and determined by parliament,'" which could be regarded as a limitation 

of the level of financial independency of the agences de I'eau but could also be 

regarded as a means to ensure a certain level of consistency between them. 

France has established a variety of water-related taxes and user charges in tandem 

with an offset subsidy for waste water treatment, which has become the backbone of 

water pollution control in France.'" The overall goal of the financial instruments is to 

facilitate the implementation of the polluter-pays principle, to make polluters pay for 

water pollution, and to provide financial aid for those who prevent waler pollution. 

Water-related taxes in France are used to raise revenue but also to achieve specific 

behaviour, especially in terms of pollution prevention. The agences de I'eau manage 

most of the market-based instruments related to water. They have a fair level of 

independence and liberty to determine the scope and modalities of the market-based 

instruments that they want or need to establish. However, this liberty has been 

criticised, due the inequality faced by different water users and polluters in terms of 

the market·based instruments implemented by different agences de I'eau, which can 

differ considerably. '" In this context the law enumerates various categories of 

charges'" which musl be levied by the agences de I'eau, in terms of LBMP 

regulation the most relevant are charges for water pollution, charges for diffuse 

pollution, charges for water intake, and charges for the protection of the aquatic 

environment. '" The law also enumerates "complementary taxes", which the agences 

787 For example, {e fond national de solidarite pour f'eau (the solidarity fund for water) or Ie fond 
de garanlie des risques lies a I'epandage agricole des boues d'epuration (the guarantee fund 
for risks related to waste water sludge uses in agriculture), Oronenko Droit de f'eau 255. 

788 Oronenko Droit de f'eau 256-258. 
789 Oronenko Droit de I'eau 256-528. 
790 Oronenko Droit de I'eau 256-528. 
791 Dronenko Droft de "eau 266. 
792 Redevances. 
793 As per Art L 213- '0 to L 213-11-17 and the associated regulatory provisions of the Code de 

I'environnement. Also see Oronenko Droit de I'eau 256-528. 
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de I'eau might implement if they want, including, as the most relevant ones in terms 

of LBMP, a tax on the production of sludges and a tax on stormwater management. 

In this context, the total sum of the water charges to be levied and collected by each 

agence de I'eau is set out in a "pluri-annual intervention programme geared toward 

developing water resources and reducing pollution". ' " The programme determines 

all expenditures to be met by each agence de I'eau within a fixed time frame, for the 

duration of the intervention programme. The amount is fixed according to the 

expenditure required by each agence de I'eau to achieve its priority objectives and 

target s, mainly in terms of the SDAGE."" There is also a nationat general tax , the 

taxe genera/e sur les activites pollutants (the general tax on pollution activities). Its 

application and scope, however, remain marginal. ' 9G Pollution charges are levied 

each year on the basis of the average daily quantity of pollution generated during the 

month 01 maximum discharge. Several pollutants are taken into account in assessing 

domestic and industrial water pollution levels, including suspended solids, oxidisable 

substances and nitrogen. For industrial establishments, the pollution generated is 

either measured or estimated at a flat rate. '07 Locat municipalities are responsible lor 

managing drinking water and water treatment services. Users' water bills cover most 

of the expenditure relating to investment in and operation of the necessary 

equipment. French water law also prescribes specilic grants, subsidies and financial 

assistance for pollution management actions and installations to be developed by the 

private sector and municipalities. Subsidies for measures aimed at improving or 

safeguarding water quality may also be granted. There is also a compensation 

system, the subsidy for waste water treatment to offset the water pollution charge lor 

those persons or bodies who treat waste waler belore discharging it into rivers and 

lakes. The water agencies provide an average 01 two million Euros of financial aid 

794 IISO 1995 http://www .ilsd .orq/qreenbud/france .hlm. 
795 The agences de I'eau establish the water charges to be collected based on a compulsory 

declaration made to them by all persons or bodies liable for the charge . The water charges 
can be divided into two groups - pollution and use charges. 

796 Oronenko Droit de I'eau 267. 
797 The agences de f'eau establish the water charges 10 be collected based on a compulsory 

declaration made to them by all persons or bodies liable for the charge. The waler charges 
can be divided into two groups - pollution and use charges. 
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each year as part of their action programmes.'" Overall, the financial management 

instruments are considered to be comprehensive and aligned with international best 

practice. 7tm 

3.5.3 Effectiveness assessment 

The main provisions in this context are articles R212-22 to R212-24 , which prescribe 

that three years after the publication of the programmes of measures, a synthese de 

la mise en oeuvre (a synthesis regarding the implementation of the programme), 

should be conducted by identifying the difficulties encountered during the 

implementation of the programme of measures. It can also propose, if necessary, 

additional measures to improve the situation. Such an approach is aligned with the 

requirements of the WFD' oo However, the provisions of the Code de /'environnement 

in this context can be considered as limited and not sufficiently detailed to be aligned 

with international best practice.ao, 

3.5.4 Enforcement and compliance 

In terms of enforcement mechanisms, French water law has a comprehensive and 

rather complicated enforcement system. Various actors have enforcement powers 

798 They aim to reconcile water management with economic development and respect for the 
environment. This publ ic establishment of central government contributes by its actions to 
water pollution control and the conservation and restoration of aquatic environments. Ministry 
of Eco logy and Sustainable Development 2006 hltp:/Iwww.qpa.unep.orq/documents/ 
national report france 1 english.pdf. 

799 Refer to 2.3.4.2(c). 
800 Refer to 4.3.2.4 for rurther informaHon. 
801 International best practice proVIdes guidance on the criteria to evaluate the eHectiveness of 

Ins truments and measures implemented to regulate LBMP. The effectiveness assessment 
should inform on environmental effectiveness; economic costs and benefits; equity (are the 
costs and benefits of the strategy or programme being shared fairly?); flexibility in 
administration (can the stra tegy or programme adapt to changes In circumstances?); 
effectiveness In administration (is the management of tho st rategy or programme cost
effective and accountable?); timing (is a timetable in place to ensure that the strategy or 
programme begms to produce results?): and inter-media effects (will the aChievement of the 
objectives of the strategy or programme create a net environmental benefit?). The French 
regulatory proviSions In this context are regarded as too limited to enable effective 
assessment. Refer to 2.3.4.2(b) for further information on guidance from international best 
practice on this point. 
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(both general"" and specific"') at the different territorial levels.oo, The existence of 

such a diversity of enforcement authorities might seem to be a limiting factor, but it 

could also facilitate enforcement. French law also prescribes criminal and 

administrative sanctions for infringement of the regulations."'" One of the most 

relevant in terms of LBMP is the following: 

Throwing, discharging or letting run out, in surface, underground or sea 
waters within the limit of territorial waters, directly or indirectly, unspecified 
substances whose action or reactions involves, even temporarily, harmful 
effects on health, or damage to the flora or fauna, or the significant 
modifications of the normal mode of supply water, or the limitalions of use of 
the bathing zone, is punished by two years of imprisonment and a 75.000 
Euros fine. When the operation of rejection is authorised by decree, the 
provisions of this subparagraph apply only if the regulations of this decree are 
not respected. 

Administrative, penal and civil actions may be instituted for non-compliance with 

water legislation.'" 

3.5.5 Other indirect regulatory instruments 

No legal provisions related to capacity building could be found. French 

environmental law however has very comprehensive provisions for stakeholder 

engagement and public participation, especially in terms of the SDAGE, SAGE, quasi 

contractual instrumentsB07 and Schema de mise en valeure de fa mer. H08 There are 

also limited general legal provisions regulating incidents/emergency management 

which are relevant in the context of LBMP regulation. However, specific emergency 

instruments can be found in the authorisations delivered in terms of water 

nomenclature and installations classees. 

802 For example, both the mayor and municipal police have specific enforcements powers in 
terms of water-related matters, Drobenko Droit de f'eau 145-147. 

803 For example, DR IREs have specific enforcement powers in terms of water pollution from 
installations classees, and DRASS has specific enforcement powers in terms of the 
management of the quality of bathing water. Drobenko Droit de f'eau 145-147. 

804 Regional, departmental and municipal. Drobenko Droit de f'eau 115-117. 
805 Art L216-1 to L 216-14 of the Code de f'environnement, Some sanctions include Imprisonment 

and a fine of up to 150 000 Euros (for non-compliance with the requirements of the water 
nomenclature - operating without the requested authorisation). 

806 Drobenco Droit de I'eau 145-147. 
807 Refer to 3.6.5. 
808 Refer to 3.6.4. 
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3.6 Integrated regulatory instruments 

There are regulatory instruments which combine and integrate (into one single 

instrument) direct (resource-, source- and management-based direct instruments) 

and indirect instruments (mainly ecological assessment, public participation, and 

monitoring) . In the context of this study, they are categorised as "integrated 

regulatory instruments". The French framework pertaining to LBMP regulation 

encompasses a number of integrated regulatory instruments which are analysed in 

this section. 

3.6.1 Water nomenclature 

The Code de I'environnement prescribes the functioning of the water nomenclature, 

which is a concept similar to EIAs but more evolved. so9 The nomenclature identifies 

specific activities or type of activities which have specified impacts on water. Such 

activities are then listed and therefore submitted to a specific regulatory regime."o 

The "water nomenclature" establishes a system to identify installations, facilities, 

construction, and activities which, due to their impact on water resources, require 

proactive contro!.' " The nomenclature is focused on the impacts of specific activities 

on water, and that it is different from the more general system of the Installations 

Classees, which is discussed in the section below.'" The nomenclature excludes 

domestic water use'" It takes into consideration specific elements in the listing of 

activities, including the most relevant ones in the context of LBMP: risks and the 

impact of pollution on water resources, direct or indirect discharge / disposal / 

effluents in water resources, and the impact of pollution on fisheries. '" The 

809 Art L 214.1 and the follow ing articles of the Code de I'environnement. Such a system can be 
compared with the EtA system and listed activities in South Africa. Refer to 5.3.3.1 of this 
study for further information on the EIA system in South Africa. 

810 Such categories are included in the Code de I'environnement in a table annexed to Art 
R.214 .1. The main categories in terms of LBMP include the intake of water, discharge, manne 
impacts, and the impact on the aquatic enVironment and fisheries. 

811 Art L 214.1 of the Code de I'environnement and Drobenko Droit de I'eau 138. 
812 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 137. 
813 An L 214.1. Most domestic uses of water are excluded from the Nomenclature. However. the 

Nomenclature prescribes general conditions for domestic use, which does not require 
authorisation andlor declaration due to its limited impact on water resources. 

814 Drobenko Droit de l'eau 136. 
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nomenclature prescribes two types of proactive control, namely a declaration or an 

authorisation procedure, depending on the activities. " " A very detailed governmental 

and public consultative process to ensure co-operative governance in the 

management and implementation of the nomenclature is prescribed. '" Specific 

conditions might be imposed for activities which need authorisation . The conditions 

might encompass source-based instruments (e.g. BAT and BEP),'" monitoring, risks 

management, incident management, or reporting. Specific obligations may also be 

imposed for the decommissioning of existing facilities and activities.'" Authorisations 

may be withdrawn or amended. '" 

3.6.2 Classified installations 

The law on the installations cfassees (classified installations), foi du 19 jUlHet 1976 

refatif aux installations cfassees pour fa protection de f'environnement (fCPE) (the 

law ot classified installations for the protection of the environment)'" is also relevant 

in terms of water pollution and LBMP regulation. A similar approach to that of the 

ErAs system is followed . Installations (and not activities) are classified and listed. 

Once listed, installations have to undergo a "declaration" or "authorisation" process. 

The regional representative of the state, the Prefet de Region (prefect of the region) 

is responsible for the process.'" Moreover, for each installation, arretes or circufaires 

determine per type of installation their specific conditions of operation, standards, 

applicable BAT and BEP and other requirements, including specific requirements 

and conditions in terms of waste water and stormwater management, which might 

assist LBMP regulation, especially from waste water, from such installations. '22 The 

815 Art L 2 14.3 of the Code de I'environnement. 
816 Art L 214.4 of the Code de I'environnement. 
817 As prescribed by international best practice and analysed in Chapter 2. 
818 In particular, rehabilitation and the oblig ati on to avoid any impact on water resources. L 214-3-

1 of the Code de I'envlronnemenl, Art L 214.3 of the Code de I'environnement and Orobenko 
Droit de /'eau 142. 

819 Art L 214.4 of the Code de I'environnemenl. 
820 Which has been codified In Book V, title 1 of the Code de f'environnement. 
821 Orobenko Droit de l'ealJ 157-159. 
822 Arretes ministeriels sectoriels OIJ dans I'arrele ministeriel du 2 fevrier 1998. Such 

requirements might also include speCifIC obligations in terms of the distance to keep between 
Installation and water courses, public participation processes, operational and construction 
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arretes and circulaires (two types of regulatory norms) and generally all installations 

c/assees need to comply with the objectives and principles of French water law'" 

and be compatible with the dispositions of the SDAGE and SAGE.'" If an 

authorisation is required, the applicant will have to conduct a "risk/danger 

assessment" and "impact assessment" which will have to provide information 

regarding the following relevant matters in terms of LBMP : the management of used 

water/effluents, and waste management."" The emissions, including emissions to 

inland waters and coastal waters, from such installations must be disclosed and their 

related impacts assessed. '" The financial and technical capacity of the applicant to 

take the necessary measures to manage pollution is also considered in the 

authorisation process. '" The responsible person'" has to provide an annual 

declaration on all emissions released in water and the air.'" In terms of the 

relationship between this general regime and the water nomenclature discussed 

above, the installations which are listed as classified installations under the 

installations classees do not have to undergo the process required in terms of the 

water nomenclature. However, the installations classees have to comply with the 

general requirements prescribed by the provisions of the Code de I'environnement 

related to water pollution management."" The aim of this regutatory regime is to 

implement integrated pollution prevention and control through a proactive 

authorisation or declarat ion process. The most recent development regarding this 

regime involves the creation of a third intermediary level of proactive control , a 

requirements, monitoring obligations, and other specif ic or general requirements including 
closure and rehabilitation. 

823 Art 211 .1 of the Code de I'environnement. 
824 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 153- 156 and CPEPESC 2007 http://www.cpepesc.orgfLoi-sur-l-eau

appllcatlon -aux.hlml. 
825 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 153·'56 and CPEPESC 2007 http ://www cpepesc.org!Loi-sur-l-eau

appllcation-au x.hlml. 
8 26 Orobenko Dro;t de I'eau 153- 156. 
827 Orobenko Droft de I'eau 153-156 and CPEPESC 2007 hltp :llwww.cpepesc,orqfLoi-sur-l-eau

apphcation-aux.html. 
828 The person In control of the Installations as specIfied In the applicat ion form. 
829 Drobenko Droit de /'eau 153- t 56 and CPEPESC 2007 http://www.coepesc.orq/Lol-sur-l-eau

appllcatlon-au)( .htm l. 
830 Art L211 - 1 to L211 -13 and associa ted regulatory articles. 
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simplified authorisation process, /'enregisiremeni . ' " The objective of this is to 

rationalise and customise the depth of proactive controls in consideration of the 

potential level of impacts of the proposed installations.'" Prescribed general 

requirements (which might include direct or indirect measures and instruments) are 

being developed for the listed installations which have to undergo enregistrement. 

3.6.3 Schema Directeur d'amenagement et gestion de I'eau 

Each basin district must have a Schema Directeur d'amenagement et geslion de 

/'eau (SDAGE).' " A SDAGE sets the "fundamental orientations" regarding water 

management and development for a river basin district."· The SDAGE is a 

framework planning document which aims to determine the fundamental principles, 

approaches and objectives (quality, quantity and others) regarding protection and 

sustainable development of the water resource in the relevant basin district'" Each 

SDAGE must contain:'" 

• A comprehensive assessment of the activities and their impacts on the water 

envi ronment 

• An economic analysis of water uses in the respective basin . 

• Registers of the zones submitted to a speCial environmental protection regime 

in terms of EU legislation. 

• Quantitative and qualitative objectives for each category of water resource 

(surface, artificial and groundwater) in order to reach a good chemical and/or 

ecological state and to prevent water deterioration, which objectives must 

831 Ordonnance taken by the government In terms of Art 27 of the loi n 0 2009·179 du 17 fevrier 
2009 pour I'acceleration des programmes de construction et d'investissement publics el 
prives, 

832 It is anticipated that the duration for an enregistrement procedure will be around four to five 
months, compared with more than twe lve months for installati ons listed for authorisation. 

833 Art L 212.1 and the following articles in the Code de I'envlro nnement. 
834 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 84 and Art L 212. 1 and the following articl es of the Code de 

,'environnement 
835 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 84. 
836 Drobenko DroIt de I'eau 84. 
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have been reached before 2015, except in special circumstances set out by 

the tegislation. '" 

• Means and measures to reach the abovementioned objectives. 

• Information on water user charges, distinguishing at teast between industrial , 

agricultural and domestic uses. 

• Measures to prevent water deterioration. 

• Measures to improve and protect the quality and quantity of water resources 

to comply with the set objectives. 

• Identification of the sub-basin districts and territorial marine waters for which a 

SAGE is required. 

• Administrative programmes and measures which must be compatible with the 

SDAGE. 

The elaboration process of the SDAGE is regulated and the tegat requirements 

provide for a comprehensive public participation process and co-operative 

governance ''''' The elaboration process needs to start about three years before the 

effective date of the SDAGE. A specific preliminary document needs to be developed 

as the initial step of the elaboration process, "Ie document des enjeux" (the situation 

analysis document). which sets out the priority challenges and issues to be 

addressed for the river basin. ' " The SDAGE also provides for financial planning 

related to water management, inctuding the organisation of the practical 

implementation of the polluter-pays principle' " The SDAGE organises the financial 

implications for water users (who are mainly categorised under agricultural, industrial 

and domestic users). However, Drobenko'" notes that such incorporation in the 

SDAGE might impair the territorial coherence regarding the implementation of the 

837 Art L 212-1 slales that If the objectives cannot be reached lor technical, finan Cial or ecological 
rea sons by 201 5. an extension might be granted and derogatory Objectives might be set by 
the S OAGE . 

838 Drobenko Droit de f'eau 81 and Projet de SDAGE - Consultation du Publrc 15 Avril - 15 
Octobre. 

839 Drobenko Droit de f'eau 83-85 and Projet de SDAGE - Consultation du Public 15 Avril - 15 
Octobre . 

840 Orobenko Droit de I'eau and Prole' de SOAGE - Consultation du Public 15 Avnl- 15 Octobre. 
841 Orobenko Dro,t de I'eau 83 -85. 
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polluter-pays principle, as the interpretation and app lication of the principle might 

differ from basin district to basin district. 

The SDAGE binds only the state and not private entities, a fact which can be 

regarded as a weakness of the scheme. The SDAGE has two types of legal status. 

The first one is regarding water re lated matters. All administrative (governmental) 

programmes and decisions related to water'" must be "compatible""" (aligned) with 

the provisions of the relevant SDAGE. With respect to administrative programmes 

and decisions which do not relate to water, it seems that they do not have to take 

into consideration the provisions of the SDAGE.'''' However, other statutes'" 

prescribe that most of the fundamen tal urban planning documents'" (at departmental 

and municipal level) must be "compatible""" with the provisions of the SDAGE. The 

SDAGE does not directly bind private persons. Private persons/entities do not have 

to comply with the provisions of a SDAGE, however, in some circumstances they 

can challenge adminislrative decisions andlor documenls that are not compatible 

with the provisions of the SDAGE" " The SDAGE does not create rights. It sets 

priority areas for action in the water sector, and sets objectives and measures 

necessary to achieve such objectives. As previously stated, a SDAGE has to contain 

the following documents: a programme of measures, an Etat des lieux (an analysis 

of the status quo - an ecosystems assessment), a managment plan and a 

monitoring plan. The SDAGE'" has been reviewed to ensure compliance with EU 

842 They might include decisions/programmes in terms of the waler nomenclature, installations 
c/assees, or some planning and strategiC documents relaled to water pollution. 

843 The "compatibility" cntenon IS commonly used In planning law In France . The norms 
considered here have to be compat ible with the norms/principles established by the SDAGE. 
Orobenko DrOI/ de I'eau and SDAGE AMC, Volume 1. La stralegle generale du SDAGE 1996 
12. 

844 Drobenko Droit de f'eau 83-85. 
845 Code de ,'Urbanisme, 
846 I.e. schema de coh erence lerritonale, plan locale d'urbanlsme. 
847 The criterion of "compatibility" is regarded as less stringent than a requIrement of 

"conformity". Drobenko Droit de ,'eau 87 . 
848 ProJet de SDAGE - Consultat ion du Public 15 AVri l - 15 Octobre (SDAGE proJect : public 

consultation). 
849 As adopted in 1996. 
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legislation, and the "new SDAG E" was adopted in 2009 for use in each river basin. 

These new SDAGEs will apply from 2010 to 2015 '50 

The Code de I'environnement 85 . required the development and implementation of a 

programme of measures (programme de measures) for each district river basin as a 

component of a SDAGE. This programme is similar to the programme of measures 

prescribed by the WFD.""' It combines different categories of direct and indirect 

instruments. The programme will prescribe specific instruments including regulatory 

provisions, financial incentives andlor negotiated measures, and voluntary measures 

to reach the SDAGE objectives ,'''' which are determined by each responsible 

authority for the SDAGE.'" 

3.6.4 Schema d'amenagement et gestion de /'eau 

The Schema d'amenagement et gestion de I'eau (SAGE) is a planning and 

management document for a sub-basin district, hydrographical unit, aquifer system, 

a catchment, or another relevant and coherent geographical water resource unit. '" A 

SAGE sets general objectives for use, valorisation, and protection (from a qualitative 

and quantitative perspective) of water resources.'56 The SAGE must contain: 85
' 

• Le plan d'amenagement et de gestion durable'" (a plan for sustainable 

development and management). This document must assess and present the 

current ecological status of the area, the challenges to be addressed, the 

financial requirements and financial resources available , and the conditions 

necessary to reach the management objectives' 59 It must also contain the 

following elements which are relevant in the context of LBMP regulation : the 

850 For further in formation consult http://www.qesteau .eaufrance.frlsdage.htm 1. 
851 Art l212-1 of the Code de I'environnement. 
852 Refer to 4.3. ' .2 of th iS study for further information on the programme of measures prescribed 

byWFD. 
853 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 12 1. 
854 The Pretel coordinateur de Bassin, Drobenko Droit de reau 121. 
855 Orobenko Droit de f'e au 81. 
856 Drobenko Droit de {'eau 81. 
857 Art l212.S of the Code de /'envlronnement. 
858 Sustainable development and management ptan. 
859 Art L 212.5 of the Code de I'environnement. 
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identification of wetlands (including strategic zones), erosion zones, and 

zones affected by diffuse pollution from agriculture related sources. 

• Le reglement (the directive).ew This document prescribes the priority of water 

uses and the measures necessary to protect and conserve water resources. 

• Les documents cartographiques (mapping documents). These documents are 

established taking into consideration the various objectives and should assist 

in the monitoring of progress. They represent the different water categories 

and their quality and quantitative objectives, the uses of water and their 

respective impacts, the different zones, the localisation of effluents, protected 

sites, and risks zones. 

A SAGE must be compatible with the relevant SDAGE of the river basin concerned, 

and must take various local programmes and strategic documents into account.'" 

The reglement and documents cartographiques are binding for public or private 

entities. All administrative decisions related to water and within the scope of the 

SAGE must be compatible with the SAGE as well as with most of the local urban 

documents and programmes. 

3.6.5 Quasi-contractual instruments 

The French regulatory framework incorporates innovative integrated regulatory 

instruments referred to as quasi-contractual instruments, which are very relevant for 

the regulation of LBMP. 

3.5.5.1 Contrats de baie (Bay Contract) 

The first legal introduction of contractual (or quasi-contractual) instruments to 

manage water was introduced by a circulaire (a circular, an administrative document) 

in 1981. eo, The Circulaire du 30 Janvier 2004 relative aux contrats de riviere et de 

baie8G3 reformed the legal regime of such instruments. These instruments enable 

860 A Directive or set of rules. 
861 Art L 212.5 of the Code de f'environnemen/. 
862 Circular. 
863 Circular related to rivers and bays contracts. 
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participatory and co-operative water governance."" Public and private stakehotders 

participate in the development of these contracts on a voluntary basis. The 

devetopment process is regulated by the abovementioned Circuiaire, which strives to 

ensure efficient local consultation, effective co-operation and consensus in the 

development of the document. The scope of un contrat de baie'"'' is a specific 

delimited coastat and marine area. and might inctude the related catchment (mainly 

from an impact perspective) . The project owner will traditionally be a municipality or 

group of municipalities."" A comile de baie (a bay committee) is constituted to 

implement and operationatise the contrat de baie. The Circuiaire sets out a 

comprehensive participatory process and prescribes which stakeholders have to be 

consulted and the level of consultation required. '" The Circuiaire also sets out the 

approval process, which is divided into two phases: the "candidature process and 

contract proposal" and the "approval process" (ultimately a contrat de baie is 

approved by the comite de bassin). However, despite the name, these contracts are 

not private law contracts and do not have the same binding effect on the parties. '''' 

First of all, only the financial partners are bound by the contract. The obligations 

relate only to the financial arrangements outlined in the contract.'" There is 

supposedly no binding obligation in terms of compliance with the objectives and 

actions set out in the contrat de baie. The only legally required monitoring and 

control deals with the financial aspects of the contract. This is considered a 

weakness and Drobenko'" supports the position that a proper contract should be 

concluded with binding obligations, and that such an instrument is therefore more a 

collective financial programme for an agreed programme of objectives and actions'" 

The objectives can be qualitative or quantitative. They may encompass objectives 

related to:'" 

864 Drobenko Droit de /'eau 109. 
865 Bay contract. 
866 Bay contract. 
867 The ClfculElire du 30 Janvier 2004 relat ive aux contrilts de rlVlcrc ct de bale and, Orobenko 

DrOit de I'eau 110. 
868 Orobenko Droit de I'eau 112. 
669 Drobenko DrOit de I'eau 112. 
670 Drobenko DrOll de /'eau 111. 
871 Drobenko Droil de I'eau 111 . 
872 Orobenko DrOit de I'eau 111. 
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• Pollution managemenl: measures to restore water quality, including pollution 

prevention and minimisation programmes for industries and the management 

of diffuse pollution from agriculture-related sources. 

• Maintenance work related to the coastal zone, necessary to reach or maintain 

water quality. 

• Quantity management-related measures. 

In terms of LBMP, the contrat de baie is the most retevant contractual instrument. 

Such contracts have been widely used in France to facilitate concerted and 

integrated water management of specific coastal area like bays, estuaries, or other 

sensitive coastal areas. 073 

Le contrat de baie de Toulon'''' illustrates the importance of such an instrument in 

terms of LBMP regulation. The contrat de baie de Toulon covers the territory of 

fourteen municipalities (as illustrated in the map below) and includes the bay of the 

municipality of Toulon and the relevant catchment (delimited in blue in the following 

map). 

The contract encompasses the following objectives, which are the most relevant to 

LBMP regulation:'" 

• The restoration of an aquatic environment (i.e. bathing water quality, marine 

aquaculture water quality, flora and fauna, a coastal zone/l ittoral , the 

reduction of toxic pollution). 

• The valorisation of the patrimony and economy of the bay (i.e. the 

maintenance of port industrial activities, the maintenance and development of 

the required environmental conditions for tourism, the management of water 

uses, the development of a code of good practice, the promotion of public 

awareness). 

873 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 112. 
874 For further information consult Communaute d'agglomeration 2009 http://www,conlraldeba re

tpm.orqllntro.html. 
875 Communaule d'agglomeratron 2009 blli>jlwww....:.c;or'!Jratdebalf~-tpm.org/contratba l e/co nlra! 

bale .hlm!. 
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• The reduction of pollution discharge (from urban waste water, storm water, 

industrial activities in the bay, port-related activities , marine aquaculture and 

agricultural activities), 

• The protection and maintenance of the natural environment (the 

littoral/coastal zone), 

• The management of the use of water in th e bay, 

. ~ ... --", 

• . " ', • " . . 
". I·· .. • , 
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Map 2 Geographical scope of the contrat de baie de Toulon'76 

Contrats de baie have proven to be an efficient "voluntary" instrument to facilitate the 

focused management of LBMP in localised coastal areas. an 

3.6.5.2 Other quasi contracts 

The Contrat d'agricuture durable (the contract for sustainable agriculture) is also a 

voluntary instrument. It aims mainly at reducing pollution from agriculture-related 

sources. It was created by the Loi d'orientation agricole.''' July 1999. It incorporates 

considerations and obligation regarding water management from a qualitative and 

876 For further Information consult Communaute d'agglom eration 2009 htlp:llwww ,contraldebaie· 
tpm.orgllnlro.hlml . 

877 Drobenko Droit de f'eau 111 . 
878 Law for the orientation of agriculture . 
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quantitative perspective'" and provides financial assistance to enabte the farming 

community to reach the objectives set in the contract. tt adopts a pluri-annual 

approach, as its duration is normally five years. It is legally qualified as an 

admi nistrative contract'" 

The Contral Natura 2000 is also ret evant to the context of the coastal environment 

but has limited relevancy in terms of LBMP. This concerns owners of rights on the 

land included in the defined perimeters (geographical boundaries) for the contract (a 

site Natura 2000)'" who can conclude a contract with the administrative authority. 

The contract prescribes a set of objectives regarding the maintenance and/or 

restoration of the determined zone/environment. II also has a duration of five 

years. 662 

3.7 National institutional structure 

The institutional structure regulating LBMP is directly influenced by the general 

French administrative and governmental structure,'''' which has a long political, 

administrative, and institutional history.''''' As previously described,''' the organisation 

879 It will regulate the intake of water for agncultural uses, from a quantity and Quality perspective. 
I! will also address the Issue of waste water , erf lu ents and run-off from agricultural activities, 
mainly from a quality perspective, ensuring the management of potential pollution. 

880 3 .8 below prOVides further analysis of the existing direct instruments in terms of LBMP from 
agriculture-related activities. 

8S1 Related to the EU Natura 2000 Network . which represents more than 26.000 protected areas 
covenng all of the EU Member states and a total area of around 850.000 square kilometres, 
representing more than 20 percent of tolal EU territo ry. This vasl array of sites, known as 
Natura 2000 sites, found its legal basis in the Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive. The 
aim of the network is to ensure the long -term survival of Europe's most valuable and 
threatened species and habitats. It is comprised of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) 
designated by Member states under the Habitats Directive, and also incorporales Special 
Protection Areas (SPAs) which they deSignate under the Birds Directive. Natura 2000 is nol a 
system of strict nature reserves where all human activities are excluded . Whereas the 
network will certain ly include nature reserves, most of the land is likely to continue to be 
privately owned and the emphasis will be on en surmg that future management is sustainable, 
both ecologically and economically. Natura 2000 applies to Birds Sites and to Habitats Sites, 
which are divided into biD-geographical Regions. It also applies to the marine environment. 
Europa 2008 http ://ec.europa.eu/environment/ nature/index en.hlm and Scottish Natural 
Heritage 2009 http://www.snh.org.uk/ aboutlDirectives/ab-dir03.asp. 

882 Drobenko Droit de I'eau 113. 
883 As described in 3.7. 
884 For further information consult Assemblee nallonale Rapport d'informatlon and La 

documentation Francaise Le rapport de la Mission. 
885 As described In 3.1. 
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of the French territorial administration system encompasses four main territorial 

divisions and their associated administrative divisions: the national state, the 

Regions, the Departments, and the Communes. Table 5 provides an overview of 

such institutional organisation. In addition to these four levels there are the inter

communal co-operation structures. '" 

Each territorial and administrative authority has specific powers and administrative 

autonomy and none is superior to the other. None of them may exercise direct or 

indirect control over either of the others'" Table 5 provides an overview of the 

general administrative and territorial organisation in France, which strongly 

influences the environmental institutional framework in terms of LBMP regulation. 

Also consult Annexure 2 for further information. In lerms of the water-related 

institutional framework, the Loi of 1964"" establishes the basis of a "decentralised 

approach" to water management in France, providing more power to collectivites 

territoriaJes. especially municipalities, in terms of water management , including 

LBMP."'" This institutional framework is directly relevant in terms of LBMP regulation. 

886 As described In 3.7. 
887 The national state only exercises a control of legality of the administrative acts taken by the 

col/ectivile territoriales, Ministere du logement el de la ville 2008 
htto;//www.eukn.ora/blnarl es/france/home/terntorlal-orqanisation-of-the-French· 
administration. pdf. 

888 Lal n064-1245 du 16 decembre 1964 re lalive au regi me e l a la repartition des eaux et a la 
luue co ntre leur pollulion. Refer to 3 .2, 

889 For further inrormation see La documentation Franr;aise 2004 http://www.vie
pubhgue.fr/polltlqu es-publigueS/politique-eaulindex/, launay, Rappon d'information Geslion 
de I'eau and Oronenko Droit de I'eau, 60. 
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Table 5. Administrative and territorial organisation in France'" 

Table 6 provides an overview of the key institutional actors in terms of water 

management (including LBMP) and their respective roles. 

890 Mmistere du logemenf et de la vlfle 2008 ~ttQ:/lwww.euk~ org/bjnanesllran.C;.9/home/Le rn~q.ri~!.: 
orqanlsal ion·of -the- F rench-adm In Istratlon .pdf. 
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STATE (CENTRAL AND DECONCENTRATED) 

-' 
~ I MAIN MINISTRY 
w 
-' 
-' ;l I- Mlnistere de J'ee%gie, du developpement durable, des 
Q transports et du logement MeODTL (Ministry of ecology, 

~ sustainable development, transport and housing). z 

This ministry's main functions (which are relevant in terms of 
LBMP regulation) relate to water management, enforcement. 
installations cfassees, technological risk management, 
protection and management of the sea. and environmental 
coordination with other ministries. 

OTHER RELEVANT MINISTRIES 

Ministere de la travail, emploi at de la sante (Ministry for 
work, employement and health) 

Mlnistere de l'Agriculture, de I'Alimentation, de la 
Pecha, de fa Ruralite at de J'Amenagement du territoire 
(Ministry lor agriculture, food , fisheries, rural development 

and development of the temtory) 

Ministere de I'economle, des finances et de I'industrie 
(Finance, economy and industry ministry) 

892 Refer 10 3.4.3.5. 
893 Refer 10 3.5.1. 

COLLECT/VITES 
TERRITORIALES 
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SPECIALISED INSTITUTIONS 

Comile national de I'eau 
(National committee for water) 

Office nalional de J'eau et I 
des milieux aquatlques I 

(National office for water and 

the aquatic environment) 

L 'agence des aires marines 
protegees (Agency lor marino 

protected areas) 

Le conservatoire de /'espace 
littoral et des rlvages 
lacustresB92 (Organisation for 
the conservation of the littoral 
and sea shore) 

OTHER ST AKEHOLOERS 

NGOs 

Water users 

Technical experts 

Academics 

Private sector 

International 

stakeholders 

and regional 

L'institul fran~ais de I: Participation mainly through 

recherche pour I'exploitation national coordinating 
de la mer (lFREMERl~J structures , e.g. Camire national 

(French Institute lor research! de I'eau and Office national de 
and exploration 01 the sea) i I'eau at des milieux aquariques 

1 



-' 

~ 
-' 

" z 
o 
15 
w 
a: 

COORDINATING STRUCTURES 

Le cornita interministeriel pour Ie developpent durable 
(Inter·minlst ri es committee lor sustamable development) 

President: Prime Minister 

Mission: overall cooperative governance in terms of 
sustainable development 

La Mission interministerielle pour "eau (Inter-ministries 
mission lor water)891 

President : Environmental Minister 

Mission : coord ination between the different ministries and 
relevant departm ents which intervene and/or have an interest in 

the water sector. II has a mainly advIsory function regarding 
decisions (technical and financial) programmes, projects. law 
and policies which relate 10 water. 

MAIN STATE REPRESENTATIVE 

The Pretet de Region (Prefect of the region): represents 
the interests of the state at the regional and local level , 
ensures implementation of the laws. the respec t of publiC 
order . and administrative control of cof/ectJvites territoriales. 
It directs state actions and coordinates slate interventions In 

• Les Regions (The 
regi ons) 

Conseils 
genereux (General 
councils) 

• L 'agence de I'environnement 
et de fa maitrise de I'tmergie 
(ADEME) (Agency for the 
management of the 
environment and energy) 

• L 'agence franr;aise de 
securite sanitaire de 
I'environnement et du travail 
(AFSSET} (French agency lor , 
health, security of the 
environment, and the work 
environment) 

• L 'agence nationale pour la 

gestion des dechets 
radioactifs (ANDRA) 
(Nat ional Agency lor the 

management 01 radioactIVe 
waste) 

I 

BASIN LEVEL 
NGOs 

Comite de bassin (Basin 
committee): responsible for the 
development, Implementation 
and review of the SDAGE. 

I . Water users 

• Technical experts 

Academics ----- --

891 La documentation Fram;aise 2008 http://www.vle·oublique.fr/documenls·vp/mie shim I. 
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the water sector at the regional level. II is assisted by a 
technical commil1ee including representatives Irom 
collectivites territoriales, users, NGOs and technical 
experts. 

SECTORAL STATE REPRESENTATION 

Regional Direction 

Les directions regionales de ,'environnement, de 
I'amenagement et du logement (DREAL) ,894(Regional 
direction of the environment, planning and habitation) 

Les directions regionales de /'environnement (DIREN). 
(Regional environmental direction): the main role IS in lerms 
of water management.B95 

Directions regionales de /'industrie, de fa recherche et 
de I'environnement (DRIRE), (Reg ional di rection lor 
industry, research and enVIronment) : their role IS important 
in terms of pollution management from Installations 
cfassees. S96 

Agences de I'eau (Water I 

agencies) : financial 
management entities in the 
water sector.&;& 

, Private sector 

International 
stakeholders 

and regional 

Participation mainly through 
the Comite de Bassin 

894 This new Regional direction was legally created In February 2009 by the dEkret relalif a I'organisation et aux missions des directions regionales de 
I'environnemenl. de I'amenagement et du logement (OREAL). OREAL will replace the directions regionales de I'environnement (OIREN). directions 
regiona les de I'equipement (ORE) et des directions regionales de I'indust rle, de la recherche et de I'environnement (OR IRE). combining the three 
respective competences and jurisdictions in one umbrella body. So fa r 9 OREAL has created the following in 2009 Champagne-Ardenne, Haute
Normandie, Midi-Pyrenees. Nord-Pas-de-Calals, Pays de la Loire , Picardie, and Provence - Alpes - Cote d'Azur. The others will be created in 2010 
and 2011 . The aim is to facilitate Integrated and "transversal" environmental management and sustainable development. MEEDDM 2009 
http://www.develoopement-durable.qouv. fr/Art .php3?id Art:4424. The next stage of Integration under OREAL is scheduled fo r 2010 for the remaining 
Region. 

895 La documentation Franc;aise 200B http.//www.vie-pub!ique .fr/documents-vp/diren.shtml. 
896 La documentation Franc;aise 2008 http://www.vle-publique .fr/documents-vp/dme.shtml. 
898 They aim to reconcile water management with economic development and respect for the environment. This public establishment of central 

government contributes by its action to water pollution conlrol and the conservation and restoration of aquatic environments, Ministry of Ecology and 
Sustainable Development 2006 http://www.gpa.unep.org/documents/natlonal report france 1 english. pdf. 
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Directions regionales de /'equipement (DRE), (Regional 

directions for equipment), which are very relevant in terms 

of infrastructure developments to assist water management 
and manage water pollution, especially in terms of urban 

waste water related installations. 

Direction regiona/e des affa;res sanitajres et socia/es 
(DRASS). (Regional d irections for health and social affairs) : 
It main role revolves around waler quality lor human 
consumption and bathing. 

Direction regionale de ,'AJlmentation, de l'Agriculture et 
de la Foret (DRAAF), (Regional direction for food , 
agriculture and forest) 

COORDINATING ENTITIES 

P,Met de Coordinateuf de Bassin (Basin coordinator/9
; 

Commission Administrative du Bassin (Administrative 

commission of the baSin) 

897 Art L 231·7 of Ihe Code de /'environn ement. 

J 
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I 
1 

Les d;reclions departemenlaies de i'agricu"ure .t des I 
'" forels (DERAF), (Departmental directions for agriculture 
w 

and forest). which have the main resp onsibility in terms of ;:: 
::J water management at the departmentallevel. 999 

" NGOs D- o 
<> ~ Z Les directions departementaies de I'equipement (VIR), 

Water users ::> " SUB BASIN LEVEL 

" "- {Departmental directions for equipment} Communes ·0 
0 ·0 (Municipalities) z 

Technical experts " 
, 

'" 
E Les directions departementales des affaires sanltalres 

>- "0 et sociales (DASS). (Departmental dlreclions lor sani tary Groupements of , z 
C> • La commission local de I'eau . ! • Academics w 

'" 
0 and social affairs) communes 

>-
.0. (The local waler commission): 

'" 
, 

Directions Departementales de I'Equipement (DOE). I 
(Groups 01 

" ~ 
municipalities) 

responsible for the development, Private sector 
D- C> 

implementallon and review of w C> 
(Departmental directions for equipment) 0 e 

the SAGE. Created by the :J '6 International and regional , Maire (Mayor) w U Prefel. st akeho lders ~ ." Directions Departementales de l'Equipement .t de 

-' ,'Agriculture (DDEAI. (Departmental directions for 

" equipment and agriculture) g 
-' 

COORDINATING ENTITIES 

Missions inferservices de I'eau (MISE) (Inter-services ; 

missions for water) : I 
Table 6. French governance framework relevant for LBMP regulation . 

899 Deeret n .2003. 1082 de 14 November 2003 regarding les attributions et a I'o rganisatlon des directions departmenlales de I'agnculture et de la foret. 
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As demonstrated in Tables 7 and 8, there are many administrative and territorial 

levels, horizontal and vertical , which can make integrated management challenging 

due to the number and variety of governmental spheres and institutional entities 

having to effectively communicate and interact with one another in order to ensure 

integration. The situation creates regulatory overlaps and gaps as well. Moreover, 

there does not seem to be a lead agency in terms of LBMP regulation at each 

governmental level.~I() () It is also argued ~'U i that current administrative structures in 

terms of water management are nol aligned with the ecological characteristics of 

individual river basins, thus preventing effective implementation of the ecosystem

based approach. This limits the effectiveness of LBMP regulation in France '" There 

are also some institutional overlaps and/or gaps in terms of mandates, functions and 

powers which might impact on effective integration between combating water 

pollution and the health sector mandate. The institutional framework in France is 

regarded by some experts as vertically and horizontally fragmented,""·' especially the 

institutional framework for water management and regulation.'" This affects the 

integrated management and regulation of LBMP because of the lack of efficient co

operation between the different relevant institutional spheres and entities."" State 

intervention is divided mainly into three levels which are interconnected, the national, 

the regional and the departmental levels. There are specific entities on each level 

which assist state interventions in terms of water pollution management, including 

LBMP regulation. The main features of the French institutional framework reside in 

the following elements: 

900 As analysed .n Chapter 2, there shou ld be a lead agency for LBMP regulation and 
management. 

901 Delegation interrnln lsterielle a "amenagemenl el a la cornpellllVIle des lem\Olres Secretarial , 
Bilan de la 101 littoral, 27. 

902 Reier to 2.3.1 regarding the importance of the ecosystem-based management approach 10 the 
regulation of LBMP. 

903 Launay Rapport d'information Gestlon de "eau and Dronenko Droit de I'eau 60. 
904 Delegation inlermlnlsleri elle a I'amenagemenl el a la competltiv lle des lernlaires Secretariat 

Bllan de la 101 \lltoral 27. 
905 Refer 10 2.3.5 which dernonstrates the Importance 01 co-operation for effective LBMP 

regulation. 
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• A strong, targe and integrated new environmental Ministry, the Ministere de 

J'Ecologie, du De veloppement durable, des Transports et du Logement 

(MEOOTL), the establishment of which marks a unique approach in Europe 

and probably internationally, aims at facilitating institutional integration and 

integrated'" management in terms of sustainable development. '" 

• The national coordinating state structures, especially the Mission 

Interministerielle de J'eau, which should assist cooperative and integrated 

water governance. 

• The newly created integrated state entities at the region level, les directions 

regionales de J'environnement, de J'amenagement et du logement (OREAL), 

(the regional directorate for the environment, planning and habitation),'" which 

has the potential to assist cooperative governance and integrated 

environmental management due to its cross-sectoral approach between the 

environment, development and housing. 

• The lack of a specific and dedicated departmental state entity for the 

environment (and water management), which is regarded as an institutional 

gap. 

• The role and structure of the collectivites territoriales. 

• The role and structure of the different speciatised institutions at the different 

territorial levels, especially the Comites de Bassin and Agences de J'eau. 

The French institutional framework in terms of LBMP demonstrates a willingness of 

government to ensure integrated management and regulation . This is especially true 

in the case of the creation of the DREALs, which aims to implement integrated, 

906 "Oecloisone" is used by the MEEDDM to describe its approach. MEEDDM 2009 
http://www.developpement-durable.qouv.fr/rubriq ue. php3 ?id ru brig ue= 799. 

907 MEEDQM 2009 http://www.developpement-durable.aouv.frfart lcle.php3?id article= 4424. 
908 Under the authority of the pretet de region, the OREAL (one by Region) has the fo llowing 

functions relevant to regulating LBMP: the development and implementation of environmental 
policy especially regarding pollution prevention, the control of Industrial activities, transport , 
climate change, biodiversity, planning and development, energy, littoral management , EIA, 
water , the integration of sustainable development objectives in other policies, and public 
awareness and education. MEEDDM 2009 http://www.developpemenldurable .qouv.lr/ 
artlcle. php3 ?ld article: 424. 
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multidisciplinary and horizontal management (or sustainable development."" Such an 

institutional structure is reg arded as an innovation at the EU and most probably 

internat ionally. '" Even before this latest development, th e institutionat fram ework 

related to water in France was regarded as an institutional model for ensuring 

administrative and government co-operation and collaboration, public participation, 

and effective (technical and financi al) decentrafisation at the tocat levet to the 

co/lectivites territoriales' " The comites de bassin (composed of pubtic 

representatives from deconcentrated administration, co/lectivites territoriales and 

users) are also regarded as a manifestation of decentralised and integ rated water 

management at the river basin level in France,' '' especially in terms of the 

development of the SDAGE , which in itself is an integrated regulatory instrument."" 

The Comite de bassin (basin committee) is regarded as the primary institution of 

territorial management. "" The composition of the commissions locale de I'eau also 

reflects participatory and collaborative water governance, including public and private 

stakeholders. The six agences de I'eau, which are public establishments with an 

administrative status (Etablissemen ts Publics de I'Etat a caractere Administratif 

(EPA) under the supervision of the Ministere de I'Eco/ogie, du Oeve/oppement 

durable, des Transpons et du Logemenl (MEOOTL) , are also very important in water 

management. They have to contribute to the achievement of the objectives set in 

French water law. ' " In order to do so, their main type of intervention is financial 

assistance and management. They also provide assistance for the development of 

planning and integrated instruments' " including SDAGE and SAGE, and they have 

an important role in terms of information management, public awareness and 

information , and ecological assessment. 

909 MEEDOM 2009 hltp:/Iwww.devcloppemenl-durable.gouv.fr/arliclc php3?ld art lcle- 4424. 
9 10 MEEDDM 2009 hllp"l/www .devcloppement-durable.qouv.fr/arl lclc.php3 ?ld article 4424. 
9 11 La documentation Franc;a lse 2005 http://wwwvle-publiaue .fr/poliliques-pubhques/ pollt lgue

eau/acleursl. 
912 La documentation Fram;aise 2004 http://www.vle-publique.fr/polrtigues-publ lques/ palillque-

eau/lndex/ and Launay Rapport d'information sur fa gestion de I'eau su r Ie territoire. 
913 Refer to 3.6 for further information . 
9 14 Dronenko Droit de I'eau 67. 
9 15 Refe r to 3.4 .3 and 3.6. 
916 Refer to 3.4 .3 and 3.6 . 
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3.6 Main regulatory priorities 

Based on the identified French regulatory framework, this section analyses the key 

regulatory regulalories priorities in terms of LBMP. 

3.8.1 Regulatory priorities set out in the Code de i'environnement 

The Code de i'environnement refers specifically to the following regulatory priorities: 

dangerous substances, effluents, sludge, oil and lubricants, detergents, and other 

polluting discharges." " A review of the provisions of the Code de i'environnement 

demonstrates that sludge management, including use and disposal thereof, is a 

major concern in terms of water pollution regulation, including LBMP.'" In terms of 

activi ties, the water nomenclature identifies the main activities to be regulated in 

terms of water pollution, including LBMP.'" Agriculture-related activities and waste 

water treatment facilities are also priority sources of water pollution, including the 

pollution of coastal waters. In terms of sensitive environments, wetlands'" are 

specifically protected as well as areas affected by nitrates pollution'''' and other areas 

which are regarded as requiring specific protection."" The sections below provide a 

concise legal analysis of the most relevant legal provisions pertaining to LBMP 

regulation from the following regulatory priorities : agriculture and sanitation (including 

waste water) . 

3.8.2 Agriculture 

French water law allocates a predominant place to the management of the use of 

water and the environmental impacts on water resources from agriculture-related 

activities.'" In compliance with EU law,'" various programmes of action (in terms of 

9 17 Refer 10 3.4.2.3. 
918 Refer to 2.3.6.2. 
919 Reier to 3. 6.1 of this study lor furth er information on the activ ities encompassed ;n the water 

Nomenclature 
920 Refer to 3.3.2 and 3.4.3.4. 
92 1 Refer to 3.4 .3.4. 
922 Refer to 3.4 .3 .4. 
923 For further Information about the management of water pollution rel ated to agricullural 

activIties refer to Langlais Les dechets agricofes e l I'ep;,ndage and Ooussan Actlvite agncole 
et droit de I'envlfonllement. 
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nitrates pollution and "vulnerable zones")'" and a code of good practice'" have been 

developed to address environmental impacts from the agricultural sector, which 

contribute towards LBMP regulation from this sector. Another instrument is the 

Contrat d'agriculture durable (the sustainable agriculture contract).'" This contract 

aims to implement a project which will contribute to the management of agriculture

related impacts on the environment and water resources, both from a quantity and 

quality perspective. The regulatory approach adopted is a collaborative and voluntary 

process based on mutual assistance from the government (especially financial 

assistance) and the targeted private sector. In terms of the Code de I'environnement, 

specific authorisations are required for the commercialisation of pesticides. The use 

and application of pesticides is also regulated, including specific requirements and 

initiatives in terms of waste management related to pesticides. 

3.8.3 Sanitation, including waste water management 

As per EU legislation, as described in Chapter 4 of this research, sanitation 

requirements especially in terms of the collection, treatment and diposal of 

waste/used water and stormwater, is a priority. The relevant provisions'" are not 

found in the Code de I'environnement, but in the Code des Col/ectivites 

Territoriales.'" Municipalities have an obligation in terms of the development of the 

necessary infrastructure as per EU requirements for water services.'" Local 

government (a municpality, for instance) will mainly be in charge of determining 

924 Refer 10 4.6.3. 
925 Refer to 3.4.3.4 of this study for further information on the vulnerable zones. 
926 Art R211-78 of the Code de I'environnement sets out the Code de bonne conduite agricofe 

pour proteger les eaux contre la pollution des nitrates d'origine agricofe (Code of good 
agricultural practices to protect water against nitrate pollution from agriculture). Compliance 
with this code IS facultative. It addresses matters including but not limited to: the use of 
fertilisers, effluents, management (treatments, storage and disposal), and the type of culture 
and cattle. 

927 Established by foi d'orientation agricole, July 1999 and Ie decret de 2003 re/atit aux contrats 
d'agricu/ture durable (the law related to agricultural contract). Also refer to 2.6.5.2 for further 
information on such contracts. 

928 Which are in alignment with the provision or the EU Waste Water Directive. Refer to 4.6.1 for 
further Information. 

929 Art L 2224·8. 
930 Refer to 4.6.1. 
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specific objectives in terms of the quantity and quality of used water (including 

stormwate r). 

3.9 Conclusion 

3.9.1 Law principles 

The legal analysis leads to the conclusion that the following key law principles are 

entrenched in French environmental law: 

• General environmental law principles: the precautionary principle , integrated 

management, the polluter-pays principle , sustainable development, adaptalive 

management, the participatory/participative approach, equity and prevention. 

• Environmental law principles related to "sustainable resources management": 

the equitable and sustainable use of water resources, integrated river 

basin/watershed management, the integrated ecosystem-based approach and 

the integrated territorial approach. 

• Environmental law principles related to "coastal and marine management": 

integrated coastal area/zone management and ocean-land-atmosphere 

connections. 

French environmental law incorporates mosl of the key law principles contained in 

international best practice in terms of LBMP regulation .'" 

3.9.2 Regulatory scope 

The regulatory scope encompasses all land-based sources of pollution. The overall 

geographical scope of the regulatory regime pertaining to LBMP, in terms of 

protection. encompasses basin districts, the sea·shore, the littoral, groundwater, 

internal waters , wetlands, estuaries and the territorial seas to some extent. The 

931 In Lerms of the law principles which need to be Incorporated 1n the regulato ry regime, 
intern ational best practice recommends the Incorporation of specifiC prinCiples a s analysed In 
Chapte r 2. 
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French approach is mostly aligned with international best practice. '" The fact that the 

exclusive economic zone and high seas are excluded from the scope can be 

regarded as a limitation of the regulatory regime.'" The fact that the littoral is not 

clearly defined can also be a regulatory problem. as it might create legal incertainty 

which can be abused by developers. In thi s context. the legal establishment of a clear 

coastal zone might be recommended. However. the landward geographic delimitation 

of the Littoral is regarded as very comprehensive and progressive. especially as it 

includes Littoral municipalities and to some extent some other inland municipalities'" 

3.9.3 Regulatory objectives 

In lerms of the regulatory objectives. the French regulatory framework pertaining to 

LBMP encompasses environmental protection. pollution management. human health 

protection and the management of uses. These are aligned with international best 

practice in this context.'" 

3.9.4 Regulatory instruments 

The French regulatory regime provides various direct and indirect instruments 

relevant for LBMP regulation.'" The resources-directed instruments are regarded as 

comprehensive as they prescribe the establishment of environmental objectives and 

standards for marine and coastal waters and the determination of good 

932 In terms 01 international best practlce, as analysed in Chapter 2. it is advised that the manne 
and coastal environment 10 be protected should Include as a minimum the following 
components: the seashore; Internal walers; the relevant coastal watershed/catchments/river 
basins, including watercourses (up to the freshwater limit) ; the terrllonal seas; the Exclusive 
EconomiC Zone (EEZ) ; estuaries; coastal lagoons; coastal wetlands; the sea bed and sub-SOil 
of these waters; the environment (the livmg resources, ecosystems and others) assOCiated 
with these manne and coastal areas and If pOSSible the high seas. In terms of the land-based 
sources at marine pollution which should be regu lated, all direct and Indirect sources of 
po llution on the territory should be included, even the sources or potential sources far inland. 

933 See 2.3 .2. 
934 Refer to 3. 4.3.1. 
935 The regulatory objectives should include pol lu tion management . environmental protection, 

human health protection and the management of the uses of marine and natural coastal 
resources. The ult imate goal of LBMP regu latio n may be regarded as the "reconciliation of 
development preSsures With protection objecti ves". Therefore the management and regulation 
Of the "legitimate and deSignated uses" 01 the marine coastal and marine environment IS gOlOg 
\0 be paramount to the etfective regu lation of LBMP. ReIer to 2.3.3 for further information. 

936 As analysed in Chapter 2. 
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environmental status. This approach is aligned with international best practice. '" The 

recognition of water resources as economic assets is regarded as progressive, as 

well as the importance given to wetlands (as matters of public interest). 

In terms of sources-direcled measures, the "general requirements" approach enables 

Ihe eslablishment of minimum norms and requirements in terms of water pollution. In 

addition to these general requirements, the regulatory framework provides for the 

focused and customised regulation of substances, activities , developments and 

products in order to manage water pollution, including LBMP, from such sources. The 

main sources-directed measures are also regarded as comprehensive and aligned 

with international best practice. '" 

The basin district's programme of measures, which is as a result of the 

implementation of the WFD, is also an innovative integrated regulatory instrument 

which enables integrated LBMP regulation . The concept of having "programmes" to 

manage pollution from specific substances is also inleresting, enabling the design of 

a customised management response in terms of a specilic source of water pollution 

and LBMP. The specific source-directed instruments addressing LBMP from 

agriculture-retated sources, including the development of a voluntary code of conduct 

associated with financial incentives, are also relevant and they might be useful in the 

South African context. 

This analysis demonstrates that France has placed significant emphasis on the 

development of planning inslruments in terms of water management, including 

LBMP. Of specific importance are the planning principles for coastal development, 

the Schemas de mise en valeur de la mer (an innovative instrument) and the zoning 

instruments. The incorporation of coastal and marine considerations into traditional 

planning instruments is also regarded as a useful regulatory approach to manage 

LBMP mainly from coastal development. 

937 Refer \0 2.3.4-
938 Refer 10 2.3.4.1 for funher information . 
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However, the particularity of the French approach resides in the integrated regulatory 

instruments (water nomenclature, SDAGE, SAGE and Contrats de baies) , which are 

regarded as very cohesive and comprehensive instruments to facilitate LBMP 

regulation. The water nomenclature enables proactive LBMP management through 

the identification of activities in terms of their impact and/or potential impact on water 

resources, including coastal and marine waters, and the establishment of a proactive 

control through the authorisation or declaration procedure. Such proactive control 

enables a dedicated and sophisticated management of water pollution. However, the 

fact that there are two processes, the water nomenclature and the Installations 

classees, raises some questions. The first question is if water resources 

management focused proactive control is really the most eHective approach. The 

second question is if the parallel existence of the two processes might not complicate 

the regulatory framework and make it too burdensome. In terms of the integrated 

instruments, it seems that combining direct and indirect instruments into one 

consolidated regulatory instrument is an effective and efficient regulatory approach in 

terms of LBMP pollution. The integrated instruments, by their nature and by their 

content, require stakeholders to have an integrated and cohesive approach to water 

management and pollution control, especially in the context of LBMP regulation. The 

financial management provisions of each integrated instrument are also regarded as 

very comprehensive and progressive. The development of such instruments requires 

a multidisciplinary and collaborative approach. The legal status of such instruments is 

also important. However, it is considered that the regulatory instruments might be 

insufficient in terms of the management of the use of water. with the exception of the 

Schemas de mise en valeur de la mer and contrats de baies. 

In terms of indirect regulatory instruments, France seems to place strong emphasis 

on financial instrumenls. These are aligned with international best practice 

addressing financial planning, mobilisation and provision of finance. '"'' These market

based instrumenls, especially the users' charges and taxes in terms of water 

management and water pollution control , including LBMP, seem comprehensive. The 

939 Reier to 2.3 .4.2(c), which demonstrates the Importance at financial management In term s of 
lBMP regula\lon . 
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instruments relating to ecological status assessment, monitoring and data 

management also seem comprehensive and aligned with international best 

practice. ~40 

3,9,5 Institutional structure 

The institutional structure, as previously stated, is characterised by a "decentralised 

approach", providing more power to col/ectivites territoriales, especially 

municipalities, in terms of water management, including LBMP regulation, which is 

aligned with international best practice in this context.'" Another characteristic of the 

institutional framework is the strong and large integrated environmental ministry, the 

Ministere de I'Ecologie, du oeveloppement durable, des Transports et du Logement 

(MEooTL), The institutional structure is fragmented (vertically and horizontally) but 

various initiatives have been established to address such fragmentation and improve 

coordination and collaboration. Various coordinating entities have been created at 

various governmental levels, but they are only "advising entities" and their powers 

seem rather limited. However, the newly created integrated state entities at the 

regional level , les directions regionales de I'environnement, de I'amenagement et du 

logement (OREAL), are considered as an achievement in terms of integrated 

environmental management. It is also important to note that the lack of a specific and 

dedicated state entity at the departmental level for environmental management 

(including water management) is regarded as a limitation, as it might result in a 

limited orland ineffective (as not adequately informed) intervention of national 

government at the departmental level. It might also make co-operation more difficult 

at the departmental level, as national government representation is not directly 

present and does not have practical knowledge and understanding of the challenges 

on the ground. 

940 Refer to 2 .3 .4.2 regarding guidance from international best practice and 3.5 for an analysis of 
such indirect instruments. 

941 Re fer to 2. 3.5. 
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3.9.6 Regulatory priorities 

French environmental law identifies regulatory priorities. including substances (i.e. 

nitrates), activities (i.e. water nomenclature) and environments (i.e. vulnerable areas 

or areas protected by the Conservatoire du Littoral). Moreover, in most cases the 

regulatory framework prescribes a speci fic, focused legal regime to address such 

regulatory priorities. This approach is aligned with internalional practice in Ihis 

contexl. 9 4
;:> 

3.9.7 Overall assessment 

There is no direct reference to LBMP in French environmental law. There is, 

however, a cohesive approach to water pollution and littoral management which 

plays a critical role in this contex!. The codification of environmental law in France is 

regarded as progress in terms of the harmonisation and integration of environmental 

legislalion and ultimately for sustainable development in France.'" French water law 

also provides for cross references with various other statutes, "" which prescribe 

provisions relevant for the protection and use of water resource. This approach 

makes it possible to address the fragmentation of sectoral tegislation and improve the 

implementation of a comprehensive regulatory framework for water resources 

management. Such an approach is atigned with the EU approach, which also uses 

cross-references between Direclives. '" However, Ihis aspect of French water law has 

also been criticised, the argument being thai it would have been more appropriate to 

integrate the various provisions of the different statutes directly in the relevant 

sections of the environmental code dealing with water. 

- - - - ---,,-

942 The Identification of national priorities is regarded as an essential element of the regu lation of 
LBMP. In this context the Identification of regulatory priOrities is advocated. Current 
International best practice provides guidance only. Each country will have to develop a 
customised regulatory framework which besl SUits lIs Situation, cha llenges and deve lopment 
priOrities. Refer to 2.3.6. 

943 ThiS has been a long process. It started in 1992. Integrating and harmoniSing all o f the 
dilferent regulatory provisions from diHerent sectoral legislation developed at different limes 
inlo one Sing le document was labOriOUS work . Senat 2010 hUp://www.senat.f r/and Lamouroux 
2001 htto://www ca irn. Info. 

944 EspeCially the provIsions of the Code de /'Urball/5l1le and others prOVISions contained in the 
Code de I'envlfollnemenl, such as those related to the Installalloll s classees. 

945 Refer to Chapter 4 for further information. 
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The regulatory framework in terms of water management in France, including LBMP , 

is still very sectoral and fragmented. It is argued that there is lack of integration 

between the "land vision" and "sea vision" of the littoral , which should be regarded 

and managed as one single entity, taking into consideration all of the land- and sea

related characteristics." " Some concerns have also been raised in terms of the slow 

and/or inadequate implementation of the Lo; Littoral. For example, it took twenty one 

years (since the entry into force of the Lo; Littoral of 1964) to estabtish the list of the 

municipalities "contributing to the lilloral economic and ecological equilibrium".'" It 

also took twenty one years to determine the list of estuaries to be protected and to 

confirm their protection under the Lo; Littoral. Some experts have raised the need to 

implement beller environmental laws and to reinforce their provisions. 9
" Moreover, 

due to the vagueness of the law, especially the Lo; Littoral, the original level of 

protection (as envisaged by the drafters) has been allered. Municipatities have been 

able to use gaps and/or discrepancies in the law to serve their political ambitions, 

sometimes authorising unsustainable development on the littoral , as an easy way to 

ensure a healthy economic development of their municipality."" This phenomenon is 

referred to as the deper;age progress;f (progressive dismantlement) of the Lo; 

Littoral.''''' The adaptation of the interpretation of the legal rule in consideration of 

development/urbanisation needs has also been observed. It has also been argued 

that regulations which are too specific and precise could affect the level of flexibility 

and adaptability required for water management in France, especially to take local 

circumstances into consideration. An expert is also of the opinion that the law does 

not sufficiently regulate, guide and "arbitrate" the uses of water. '" The proliferation of 

regulatory texts without integrating them is regarded as a limitation to the coherence 

of the overall regulatory system in terms of water management, and ultimately in 

terms of LBMP regulation . Table 7 provides an overview of the French regulatory 

framework pertaining to LBMP. 

946 Delegation Inlermmistenelle a "amenagement el a la compelltlvite des lernlOlres Bilan d e /a loi 
littoral 27 . 

947 Refer to 3.2 of this study. 
948 OECD. 
949 Berland 1992 htlp:l/www.ecologle-et-proqres. comI95-BERLA.htm. 
950 Berland 199 2 hllp :llwww.ecologie -et-proqres. comf95·8ERLA.hlm . 
951 Berland 1992 htto:llwww .ecologle-el-progres.com/95- BERLAhlm, 
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OVERVIEW OF THE FRENCH REGULATORY FRAMEWORK IN THE CONTEXT OF LBMP 

Code de I'environnement: Articles L210-1 and following and Articles L321-1 and the following; 

Loi sur I'aau et les Milieux Aquatiques of 2006 (LEMA); 

Loi relative a I'amenagement. protection and la mise en valeur du littoral, 1986 amended in 2005 
(Loi Littor-al or Littoral Law); 

Loi N° 64-1245 du 16 decembre 1964 relative au regime et a la repartition des eaux et a la luNe 
contre leur pollution: 

• Loi N <> 92-3 of January 3, 1992 (also relerred to a s the water law) consolidates the water 
regulatory framework; 

Lei N"95-101 of February 2, 1995 (Loi Barnier) prescribes the reinforcement ot!he regulatory 
provisions in terms of water management; 

• Loi W2004-338 of April 21, 2004 transposing the WFD; and 

General environmental law principles· the precautionary principle, integrated management, the 
polluter-pays pnnclple, sustainable development, adaptative management, the 
participatory/participative approach, equity and prevention. 

Environmental law principles related to "sustainable resources management" : an eqUitable and 
sustainable use of water resources, integrated river basinlwatershed management, an integrated 
ecosystem-based approach and an integrated lernlonal approach. 

• Environmental law principles related to "coastal and marine managemenl:n integrated coastal 
area/zone management and ocean-land-atmosphere connections. 

Direct and indirect sources, point and diffuse 
sources, activities, substances, 
emissions/discharges, installations and other 
factors whiCh might pollute or contribute to the 
pollution and/or degradation 01 the coastal and 
marine environment. 
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Where does the regulatory regime apply? 

Marine side (protection): surface water, ground 
waler and marine waters up to the outer limits 
of territorial waters (LEMA) 

Land side (control 01 sources) : French territory 
(LEMA) and land/marine activities in the lilloral 
zone (coastal municipalities) and to some 
extent j municipalities 10 littoral 
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Ensure a sustainable and balanced and equilable management of waler resources . The objectives 
of the Act are enunciated in article 2 11-1 01 the Environmental Code; 

The conservation 01 aquatic ecosystems, sites and wetlands; 

The protection of water resources; 

Pollution control; 

The restoration at water quality and regeneration ; 

The development, mobili sation and crealion of water re source proteclion; 

The valorisation ot the water resource as an economiC resource; 

The promolion of the sustainable use ot water resources ; 

The protection of sensilive and unique rand/spaces/places; 

The maintenance of ecological equilibrium; 

The management of land/space use: 

The promotion and facilitation of access to the sea shore: 

The management of the balance between economic development and environmental protection; 

The conservation and protection of the littoral; 

The protection and sustaina~e and improved development of the littoral; 

The protection 01 biological and ecological balances and the saleguarding of natural siles and 
landscapes and the cultural and nalural inheritance of the littoral; and 

~~~:~~21~;:;::~,~;or the sustainable development of economic activities dependent on the proximity of 

Environmental objeclives; 

A general requirement for "good surface water slatus" to cover all 
surface waters (including coastal and marine waters); "good 
ecological potential;" 

• Determination, to be established by 15 July 2012, of good 
environmental status for the marine waters associated with the 
establishment of a series of environmenlal targets and indicators; 

"Good surface water chemical status" and "Good ecological status" 
requirements; 

Two types of environmental quality standards are set 
substances: "annual average concentrations" and 
allowable concentrations"; 

The recognition 01 water as an economic asset ; 

for priority 
"maximum 

Wellands which are legally qualified as a mailer of public interesl; 
and 

The establishmenl 01 quality norms (environmental objeclives) for 
speCific zones 01 marine and coastal waters according to the 

01 the uses 01 water and the valorisation 01 the 
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General requirements. relating to the following matters: waler quality: 
norms/objectives; mana~emenl of water uses: management 01 water 
pollution; protection and conservation measures: products regul ation: 
activities control; and enforcements measures: 

Maintenance measures aimed at preservation/protection 01 the 
quality of water and ecosystems might relate to the control and 
regulation, proactive or reactive, of agriculture-related pollution, 
eHluents, other pollutants and the restoration of water quality; 

Basin Districts' programme of measures: prescribe specific 
instruments. mler alia. regulatory provisions, financial incenlives 
and/or negotiated measures/voluntary measures; 

Management of pollution from specific products and substances. 
including prohibition; use and/or sale restrictions; financial 
assistance; specific technical requiremenl s (proactive and reactive) 
and regulation 01 activities; declaration and/or authorisation system; 

Regulation of the sale and distribution of products and oquipment 
which might aHect water quality; 

Regulation of sludge management and use; effluent management; 
run-oH or leakage management from the use of sludge for 
agriculture: strict control of oil, lubricants and detergents; direct or 
indirect discharge (effluents. through run-oH or stormwater drains): 
and the prohibition of the sale of detergents with phosphates; 

National programme of actions regarding water pollution from 
dangerous substances, including water quality standards estabhshed 
tor li sted substances ; 

Control 01 chemical products which require a declaration lor new 
substances, specific obligations for producers, distributors and users, 
and control of the diS1ribution of biocide products; and 

Programme for the management of water pollution from nitrates. 

Planning principles for the coastal zone development; 

Integrated coaslal management; 

Basin districts approach; 

Schema de mise en valeur de 18 Mer (Scheme ror the 
improvementlvalorisalion of the sea); 

Zoning; 

Proper1y strategy of the Conservatoire des espaces du littoral et des 
rtvages lacustres; 

Traditional planning instruments relating 10 the coastal marine 
environmenl ; and 

Programmes of measures. 

--------- ---- - ----- --- -- ------ --
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Ecological assessment: etat des fieux ; marine research and monitoring operations, 
marine-related research : 

Monitoring. data management, reporting and notification: The Loi LiNoraf has as its 
objective the development 01 research and Innovation related to the coastal zone 
Specific monitoring and resear ch IXOQrammes rel ated to: integrated coastal zone 
management and its uses; the uses of coastal and marine resources; the 
monitoring and Improvement of water quahty and ecosystems inlegrity; the 
protection of the coastal zone; the security of maritime navigation and operalions: 
the Ireatment and prevention 01 pollution; adaptation to global change; coastal 
erOSion management ; coastal economic activities management; coastal tourism 
management: the development of marine renewable energy; coastal and marine 
sediments management: specialised monitoring in terms of specific pollutants 
(nitrates) or marine water pollution from specific activities (agriculture or mining). 
But there IS no national monitoring programme in terms 01 the coastal and marine 
environment: 

Performance assessment of measures: 

Public participation: 

Financial management principles 01 integrated environmental cost s and lhe 
polluter-pays principl e. Instruments related to financial planning and linancial 
prOVisions. SpecifiC water protection-related taxes and market-based instruments: 
and 

"Oecentralised approach" to water management in France, providing more power to co/lectlViles 
terriloria/es, especially municipalilies, in terms of water management including LBMP; 

Fragmented (vertically and horizontally); 

The national coordin ating state structures, especially the MISSIOn lnterministerielle de l'eau. (Inler
ministry water mission) ; 

A strong and large integrated environmental Ministry, the MEOOTL: 

The newly created integrated state enlities at the regional level. les directions regionales de 
f'environnemenl. de I'amenagement el du logement (OREAL. regional directorate 10r the 
environment. planning and habitation); 

The lack 01 a speCific and dedicated departmental slale entity tor the environment (and water 
management): 

The rol e and structure at coJJeclivites leni/oria/es (territonal collectivitIes) ; and 

• The role and strucrure of the different speCIalised inshtuhons ill the different terriroriallevcl s. 
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Dangerous substances, effluents , sludges, oil , lu bricants , detergents, fertilisers, mtrates, 
and other polluting discharges. 
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Agricultural activities, Industrial installations and activities, conslrUClions, discharges, urban 
wasle water management- related activities from the Water nomenclature. 

Wetl ands and zones vulnerable to nitrates. 

Table 7. Overview of the French regulatory framework in terms of LBMP 

regulation _ 
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